**Small essays and reports as A5 booklets that have been produced at the end of the booklist**

**A Bushwalking Brew** by John Foulsham.
ISBN 978-0-85905-681-6, (2017, New), A4, illustrated with maps and photos, 251pp, 670 grams $50.00*
John Foulsham overlanded to Perth from England in 1969 and became a bushwalker. Long walks in Tasmania, the Stirling Ranges, Kokoda, and his epic journey with Murray Rankin on the Canning Stock Route in 1973 are described and illustrated. Great reading on the trials and joys of Australian bushwalking.

**A Camelman on the Canning. The diary of Claude Heppingstone** - edited by Phil Bianchi, Peter Bridge, Sheryl Milentis, Gail Dreezens, Tony Vincent
ISBN 978-0-85905-537-6, (2012), A4, 54pp, 185 grams, $22.00*
Claude was a camel in the 1908-1910 well construction party of the Canning Stock Route. This is his daily diary. Bush diaries are rare and the detail of this shows the long daily grind of hard bush work and what was done in this great enterprise.

**A Clouded Vision** by Hugh Clift
ISBN 0 85905 320 2, (2003 New), Soft Cover, Wire spiral A4, 128pp, illustrated, 375grams $ 30.00*
The life of Andrew Barr, pioneer inventor and Doodlakine farmer.

**A Dead Mans Dream – Lasseter’s Reef Found** by Angie Testa and Bill Decarli
ISBN 0 85905 356 3, (New 2005), Soft Cover, 104pp, illustrated, 145grams, $22.00
Ever since Harold Lasseter died in 1931 in his pursuit of his infamous gold-bearing quartz reef, the location of this reef has remained a tantalising mystery.

**A Foot in Both Worlds** by Sue McKenzie
Sue was a taxi driver at Yirrkala in Arnhem Land. She writes passionately of the people and life in a place still little known by Australians.

**A Gold Seeker's Odyssey** by L R Menzies
Leslie Menzies was one of the hopeful band of prospectors who arrived in Western Australia during the 1890s goldrush.
A Good Prospect – the life and works of F.W. Ophel “Prospect Good”. Compiled and edited by Chris Holyday.

Ophel was considered by AG Stephens of the Bulletin to be the best of the goldrush poets of the 1890s. Unfortunately Stephens twice misplaced the ms and money to publish was not available. Now, a century later, Ophel’s work shines out.

A History of Dressage in Western Australia by Marion Hercock with Zoe Harrison.

The progress of horse and rider training underlies the story of the development of the specialist sport of dressage in Western Australia. This history covers the years from 1829 to 2000. It includes the mounted police and the first riding schools; the hunt club, the pony clubs and the original Dressage Club of Western Australia. It looks at the horses and the riders, from the hackies and eventers to the FEI masters of dressage. Detail and historical detail is blended with personal memories to create an informative and lively ride into the past; and for some readers, a trip down memory lane.

A V oyage Of No Importance

Born in 1912, WJ (Bill) de Burgh spent all his working life on his family’s two Moore River properties, Cowalla and Baramba and Interstate $14.55 Perth metro $10.90 or free pickup at office.

A Thousand Miles and More – a tramp through the Coolgardie Goldfields by Duke Stewart

In 1896 Duke Stewart set out to report on the conditions of the new Coolgardie goldfields. By walking he absorbed the reality of the bush, meeting the prospectors and sharing their camps.

A V aried And Versatile Life by F. Wittenoom edited by R.L. Lefroy
ISBN 0 85905 317 2, (2003 upgraded reprint), Soft Cover, Wire spiral A4, 109pp, illustrated, 325grams, $30.00*

The first pastoral settlement of the Murchison.

A V aried And Versatile Life by F. Wittenoom edited by R.L. Lefroy
ISBN 0 85905 298 2, (2003 New), Soft Cover, 126pp illustrated, 180grams, $22.00

An epic dinghy voyage on the wild Kimberley coast in 1920 interwoven with shipwrecks and murder, which cost the lives of 5 white men.
Aboriginal Australian and Tasmanian Rock Carvings and Paintings & Aboriginal Australian Decorative Art by Daniel Sutherland Davidson. With a Foreword by Kim Akerman.

Two volumes in one. ISBN 978-0-85905-374-7 and ISBN 978-0-85905-375-4, Case bound with laminated cover, 330pp, plus 6 colour plates, 16.5 x 25cm, 950 grams, $95.00*

First published in 1936 and 1937 these rare books are unknown to most anthropologists, art dealers and collectors.

Davidson was the most important ethnographer of his time and his reputation for the quality and quantity of work produced is unmatched.

Aboriginal Corporations, Communities and Outstations by Ian Murray
ISBN 0 85905 333 4, 2006 new, 52pp A4, 320grams, $22.00*

Lists hundreds of corporations, outstations and communities


This magnificent volume of 489 x A4 pages contains the majority of Davidson’s Australian ethnographic papers from 1933 to 1953.

Aboriginal Perth by Daisy Bates

A collection of her writings on the now-extinct Aborigines of the Perth and South West areas of Western Australia. Customs, beliefs, biographies and more.

Aboriginal Australian String Figures by D.S. Davidson

Davidson collected these figures, mainly in WA, in the 1930s. Some 112 are illustrated and their creation described. This is a native art form now lost due to the inroads of TV- videos etc. a microcosm of our own cultural losses.

Aboriginals and Criminality. Peter J. Bridge, with a Foreword by the late Kevin Moran.
ISBN 978-0-85905-667-0, (New, 2017), A4, 2 parts, 92 pp, 280 grams, $40.00*

Records of crime that have generally been suppressed by the establishment propagandists. Gives a fresh light on both colonial and modern incidents

Aborigines of the King George Sound Region 1836 - 1838. The collected works of James Browne. (1821-1887) Compiled and annotated by Ken Macintyre and Barbara Dobson.

The collected known works of James Browne have been annotated with explanatory notes by Ken Macintyre and Dr Barbara Dobson in order to provide a biographical and ethnohistorical context.

Adventures of a Trepang Fisher by George H. Sunter

A Northern Territory classic. Sunter’s life and adventures fishing for trepang in Arnhem Land on the coast of northern Australia.

Adventures of Louis De Rougemont, The by himself
ISBN 978-0-85905-648-9, (1898 R 2016), A4, heavily illustrated, Facsimile, 180 pages, 502 grams, $40.00*

Unleashed onto the unsuspecting world in London, 1898, the tale is of an adventurer wrecked in the Australian north and surviving the wilds with its cannibals and creatures. It confused the establishment for many decades with its faction. For the last century those fortunate enough to have read the book have laughed at how the dons of science fought with the equally preposterous tales of cynical Australian bushmen. He removed Ananias from his position of leading liar forever. His stories however still live on among the knowing and continue to strike strange chords among those attuned to old ways.

Afghan Problem and their camels. ‘The. by I Murray, P Bianchi, M Bloomfield & P J Bridge.
ISBN 978 0 85905 462 1, (2008), A4, 160 pp, illustrated, soft cover, 450 grams, $30.00*

Afghans are now looked upon somewhat romantically but in the 1890s rush they were a constant problem for almost everyone. This collection of articles shows the antagonism of the bush against their dirty habits and truculent demeanor. Their camels were little different.

ISBN 978-0-85905-571-0, (2014, new), A4, 86 pp, illustrated, 250 g, $22.00*

Rum Jungle, El Sherana, Ranger, Naborlek and Sleisbeck were names that resounded in the mining world when atomic power was viewed as the future. This book is the story of NAUC’s Sleisbeck deposit and the men who developed it in the then wild tropics.

Agnew by Alex Palmer
ISBN 0 85905 267 2, (2000 New), Soft Cover, 142pp, illustrated, 190grams, $22.00

The history of the goldfield’s town, its rise and fall and the life of its people.

All Australians Now by Willem van Ravenstein

A clear-eyed observer with an outsider’s perspective, the child grew up and was educated in postwar Perth, where he was gradually transformed into an Australian. The experience was a complex, testing and sometimes confusing process.

All Gold. The Death of Stephen Grace by Peter J Bridge with Ian Murray, Gail Dreezens and Moya Sharp
ISBN 0 85905 398 9, (2007 New), Soft Cover, A4, 30pp, saddle, illust, 135 grams, $16*

Grace was the head of APLA, the prospectors association, and was murdered by blacks in 1907, while on a prospecting expedition along the RPF.
All in My Stride by Richard Harris
The biography of John Gilmour, 2/4th Machine Gunner, P.O.W. and champion athlete.

All Men Back by Bill Bee
ISBN 0 85905 254 0, (1998 New), Soft Cover, 156pp, illustrated, 230 grams, $22.00
The experiences of Bill Bee, as a sailor on HMAS Perth, sunk by the Japanese, and then as a POW on the Burma Railway and in Japanese coal mines. The appendix lists the crew of the HMAS Perth and their fate. An insert map shows all Japanese POW campsites.

Along the Ashburton by Rhonda McDonald
ISBN 0 85905 288 5, (2001 New), Soft Cover, illustrated, 385grams, $35.00
The history of the people and stations of the Onslow and the Ashburton River districts.

Along the Coast – By ship Northwards edited by Peter J Bridge, with a foreword by maritime historian and artist Ross Shardlow
The forgotten role of coastal shipping in both supplying the North and keeping Westralia in contact with the outside world. A collection of 25 descriptions of voyages along the coast from Eucla to Wyndham, interstate and to south and east Asia, in the period 1880s to the 1960s.

Along the Road to Cue and Other Verses by Andree Hayward
Andree Hayward was a lawyer, poet and newspaper editor and one of the greatest influences on the developing high culture of the Western Australian Goldfields.

Alphabetical Index to the 1954 “List of Cancelled Gold Mining Leases Which Have Produced Gold” by P. J. Bridge
ISBN 0 85905 005 X, (1972 New), Soft Cover, 68pp, A3, 400grams, $50.00*
This is an essential companion to the List of Cancelled GMLs produced by the Mines Dept which is in district order. With the alpha index and the name of a GML its locality can be found.

Always Your Own, Allan edited and written by Julie Easton
ISBN 978-0-85905-559-8, (2013, New), A4, 60pp, illustrated, 210 grams, $22.00*
The letters of Allan Evans to his fiancée Joyce Bardi from 1938 to 1940.
From the farm to the forces, Allan’s letters show a different country and evoke the sense of loss of innocence, even of those turbulent times, compared to our knowing, and unfortunate age.
For those whose roots are in the farmlands and country towns of that time, these letters will bring in a rush of memories of what once was.

Amongst Stone Age People in the Queensland Wilderness by Eric Mjöberg. Translated by FM Fryer. Edited by Asa Ferrier and Rod Ritchie.
ISBN 978-0-85905-593-2, (New 2014), 421pp., 160 x 250, heavily 258 illustrated + 4 colour plates, casebound, dj, 1.3kg, $110.00*
Published in Swedish in 1915 and now available for the first time in English. A magnificent book on Mjöberg’s North Queensland anthropological and natural history collecting expedition. Rarely seen photos of NQ Aborignals, pygmies, cannibals, ethnographic items and animals.
A small run with only a few casebound so bananabenders please do not delay.

Among Wild Animals and People in Australia by Eric Mjöberg, translated by Margareta Luotsinen and Kim Akerman.
ISBN 978-0-85905-507-9, (New 2012), Casebound, dj, illustrated, 362pp, 1.1 kg, $95.00*
From October 1910 to August 1911 biologist Erik Mjöberg and his seven man Swedish team travelled by bullock wagon through the West Kimberley collecting invertebrates, birds, mammals, and ethnographic research material.
Eric Mjöberg’s idiosyncratic text remained in the Swedish language until this long-awaited English translation.
Now, for the first time, this unique perspective on biota and people is brought to a new generation of readers with an interest in Kimberley history and geography.

An Australian Centaur. Harry Farber, 1880-1959 Horseman by Edna Baulch
The biography of one of Australia’s greatest horsemen. Edna’s blog plus other notes, verse, and many photos.

An Island Unto Itself by Professor L.R. Marchant
ISBN 0 85905 120 X, (1888 New), Soft Cover, 224pp, illustrated, 460grams, $30.00
The biography and history of William Dampier; his times and exploration in Western Australia— in 1688 and 1699. This book covers everything Dampier wrote of his Western Australian explorations.

And if her droughts are bitter by Gladys Linke
An important book on the problems of bush station life.
Linke family direct sales: Northam 089 621 2555, Prenti Downs 089 981 2988, Paroo Station 089 981 2882.

And now... The Governor’s Wife by Diane Pope and Jenny Davis.
Three Swan River Colony Governor's wives share their stories in this play. Ellen Mangles Stirling (1830-1839) and George Fletcher Moore sing the song 'Western Australia for me' that he composed for the first ball in the colony in 1831. Mary Essex Hampton (1862-1868) tries to justify the actions of both her husband and son in their treatment of the convicts. Lady Frederick Broome (1882-1889) reminisces about the many books and articles she published describing the early colonial life in Western Australia, New Zealand and South Africa. They all argue emphatically about the treatment of aboriginals during their time in Western Australia.
For all sales and other queries please contact: Diane Pope, popetwo@gmail.com and see www.endersleafarm.com
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And Some Found Graves by A.J. Thompson
The 1895-96 goldfields’ diary of New Zealand prospector John Aspinall who was tragically killed by lightning. His lonely grave is at Hawks Nest, near Laverton, Western Australia.

Anzac Squadron, The by Norman Ashworth
The history of the RAAF 461 Squadron - Sunderland Flying Boats formed in 1942 to attack U-Boats. Details of the planes and men.

Apotheosis of the Kero Tin, The
ISBN 978-0-85905-140-8, (2011), 16pp, illust., 40g, $10.00*
An essay on the role of the old kero tin.

The Archimedean Lever – Alexander Livingstone, a freewheeling journalist on the Westralian Goldfields Collated and edited by Peter J Bridge with Angela Teague.
ISBN 978-0-85905-485-0, (2010 New), A4, 44pp, 150g, $22.00*
Alexander Livingstone was one of those characters thrown up in the convulsions of the Australian gold rushes. They burned brightly and quickly, like the volcano that suddenly erupts and then returns to dormancy.

Australia Twice Traversed by Peter J Bridge, with Gail Dreezens
A classic of Australian exploration in one volume, including maps.

Australia’s Fighting Sons of the Empire – portraits and biographies of Australians in the Great War.
ISBN 978-0-85905-586-0, (1922, 2014), illustrated, indexed, 240 x 300, (A4 plus) Section sewn with stiffened soft cover and French flaps, glossy paper, 298pp, 1.4 kg, $95.00*
This difficult to obtain book was first published in 1922 after a troubled gestation. Many of the original copies have disintegrated due to binding problems. It is now available again in an attractive facsimile edition. Contains over 1450 biographies and illustrations of the soldiers. This is a book that will become a family heirloom.

Australian Aboriginal Tracking, Water Finding and Smoke Signaling by Alexander Thomas Magarey
ISBN 978-0-85905-616-8, (R 1890s, 2015), A4, 34pp, Illustrated, 130 grams, $22.00*
Magarey was a South Australian explorer with a keen interest in Aboriginal customs. These papers are the result of his investigations among South Australian Aboriginals and are some of the best on the subjects covered, and in the case of smoke signalling, the only detailed description available.

ISBN 978-0-85905-675-5, (New, 2017), casebound, dj, illustrated, 828 pages, 2.1kg, $95.00*
This is a companion volume to the Clifton Journals published in 2010. It contains the correspondence from 1840 to 1847. With a biography of Clifton by Phyllis Barnes and an essay on ‘The Rise and Fall of the Western Australian Company by JMR Cameron. Published 2 Oct 2017.

Australian Medicine Man, The (Der Australische Medizenmann) by Helmut Petri.
Available for the first time in English, Petri’s landmark 1952 book on Aboriginal medicine men, shamans, witchdoctors. With a Foreword by Susan Bradley and Introduction by Kim Akerman.
The second volume of a trilogy of translations of Petri’s important work in a culture now destroyed.

Australian Mineralogist, The - Vol 1, Nos 1-51, 1975-1986
Facsimile of the rare journal for researchers and collectors.

ISBN 0 85905 557-4, (New, 2013), A4, 47pp, illustrated, 160grams, $22.00*
In 1867 the Emma carrying forty two passengers and crew was lost. Her fate was not known until ten years later when an Aboriginal crew member on the Jessie informed Captain W Tuckey the following, which was reported in The Inquirer newspaper on 19 January 1876 :-
“A Long time ago (about 10 years he described) a ship was wrecked near North West Cape; the passengers landed at night, in the boats and as they had no means of defending themselves, the natives had no difficulty in making them prisoners. There were a large number of persons, among them were some females. The natives were not ‘sulky’ with them, but nevertheless they killed and ate all of them, the narrator partaking of some of the flesh.”

Australind Journals of Marshall Waller Clifton 1840-1861, The Edited by Phyllis Barnes, JMR Cameron and HA Willis with Ian Berryman and Andrew Gill.
ISBN 978-0-85905-483-6, (2010), Casebound, 869pp, 2.2kg, $95.00*
Marshall Waller Clifton, Fellow of the Royal Society and Royal Geographical Society, and former Secretary of the Royal Navy's Victualling Board, was Chief Commissioner for the small agricultural colony of Australind.

Bang-em-all. Bush life, and death, on the Gascoyne - Bangemall and the Thomas River Police Station by Peter J Bridge, with Gail Dreezens
Bangemall, a Gascoyne mining village, 290 km ENE of Carnarvon, near Mt Augustus, cut a swathe through WA history in the 1890s. Lonely graves, lost gold mines, death by thirst, suicide and native attack. Cattle and gold, natives, cops and crooks, prospectors and gold, in an eye opening collection of details of a forgotten mining town and region.

Bardie. The life and writings of E E Shillington by Peter J Bridge with Gail Dreezens
ISBN 0 85905 397 0, (2007 New), Soft Cover, A4, 52pp, saddle, 175 grams, $22*
Shillington and his mates discovered Sandstone. An interesting writer who could have become an antipodean Bret Harte, but instead had the trams running on time.
Barrowmen of the Westralian Goldfields. Peter J. Bridge
In the goldrushing from the 1880s to the 1930s prospectors travelled far and wide with bush made barrows. Their fortitude and fame are one of the finest examples of the tenacity of our pioneer prospectors.

Bat On! Chaps - The Bob Parker Story by Graham J. Brammer
Bob Parker of Bundarra and Sydney, NSW, enlisted in the AIF in 1944 and served in BCOF, Japan. After discharge and the start of the Korean War he re-enlisted in the RAR. In the fortunes of war he became a Don-R rider.

ISBN 978-0-85905-456-0, (2008), A4, 49 pp, Soft Cover, 170 grams, $22.00*. Morrison was one of the best goldfields short story writers. This is the collection of his verse and prose.

Battling for Gold by John Marshall
ISBN 978-0-85905-613-7, (1903,2015), A4, 67pp, 240 grams, $22.00*
John Marshall, adventurer, journalist, public figure and Digger’s leader on the Coolgardie-Kalgoorlie goldfield wrote of early days on the fields in what is the best collection of goldfields' stories.

Beckoning West, The by Eleanor Smith
The story of the Canning Stock Route’s construction. This edition includes 23 pages of illustrations.

Before Coolgardie I. Colonial mineral discoveries and mining, a listing to 17 September 1892 by Peter J Bridge
ISBN 978-0-85905-579-6, (2014, new), Softcover, A4, illustrated, 120pp, 350 g, $30.00*
A detailed listing and text of the discoveries from 1829 to Bayley and Ford. Essential reference for historians and prospectors. The culmination of decades of collecting data.

Before Coolgardie II. The Prospectors of the Yilgarn by Peter J Bridge
ISBN 978-0-85905-580-2, (2014, new), softcover, A4, illustrated, 158pp, 450g, 40.00*
The definitive history of the rushes to Golden Valley and Southern Cross up to the discovery of Coolgardie. Biographies and photos of the main prospectors involved. This book gives far more detail than any other on the subject, and uncovers much previously unknown material.

Ben Bowyang by the Herald
A reprint of the rare and classic comic of the bush character, Ben Bowyang and his mates, Kanga, Wilson, Hogan, Lil, and the Parson.

Ben O'Dowd - Hero of Kapyong by Rory Steele
ISBN 978-0-85905-752-3, [New, 2019], 160 x 240, French flaps, section sewn, illustrated, 197 pages, 500 grams, $50.00
In their most important engagement in the Korean War, Australian troops were cut off from other battalions and surrounded by units of China’s People’s Liberation Army. Earlier, as members of a United Nations force responding to the invasion of South Korea by the North, they had fought their way up the peninsula.

Best of times, The by Michael Gugeri
Michael’s first book, God Before Gugeri, is popular among all who know the Derby family. This new book continues the stories of Kimberley life and people with an emphasis on his family. His unconventional tales are a favourite among all who have lived in the Kimberley.

Beyond Boundary Fences by G.J.C McDonald
ISBN 0 85905 207 9, (1996 New), Soft Cover, 264pp, illustrated, 340grams, $30.00
The early Murchison goldfield’s characters, Aborigines, bushmen and outlaws.

Beyond the Stirling Tree by Harold T. Loton
ISBN 978-0-85905-545-1, (New 2012), A4, 97pp, illust., 340grams, $30.00*

Only available from Harold Loton, Unit 72, St Louis Estate, 14 Albert Street, Claremont, 6010. Email: hloton@bigpond.net.au

Bibliography of books, articles, and pamphlets dealing with Western Australia, issued since its discovery in 1616 by Francis G Steere
ISBN 978-0-85905-500-0, (1923, reprint 2011), 186pp, A4, 515 grams, $45.00*
This important and interesting bibliography, compiled by the then Parliamentary Librarian, contains many references no longer easily accessible through the library catalogues due to the iniquitous policy of not indexing journal articles. An essential reference for bibliophiles, librarians and historians. The original in exceptionally rare.

Bicycle and the Bush, The by J. Fitzpatrick
ISBN 0 85905 250 8, (Reprint of 1980 edition), Soft Cover, 256pp, illustrated, 530grams, $50.00*

Bigajie by Katy Vickers and John McMicking
John and Torrance McMicking were well known east Kimberley stockmen. Torrence started El Questro. The story of early life on Cashmere Downs and life in the Kimberley with his partner, Katy Vickers. An end of an era.
Bill and Mary Mac - From the Kimberleys to Cocklebiddy and places in between by Jill Campbell
ISBN 978-0-85905-535-2, (2014 New), A4, 119pp, well illustrated and indexed, 340g, $35.00*
Bill McDonald droved from Queensland through the Territory and settled in the Kimberley. Mary Darcy moved from Darwin to the Kimberley and grew up around Wyndham. They married in 1923. Later they shifted to the Nullarbor, starting the Cocklebiddy roadhouse in 1957.

Black and White, Best Together by Don & Meg Shedley
ISBN 0 85905 405 5, (New 2007), Soft Cover, illust, 276 pp, 485 grams, $35*
The story of the Shedley family and how their Christian ministry in the Kimberley and changed the lives of many, both black and white, greatly for the better.

Black and white and in between by Dr Peter Gifford
ISBN 0 85905 301 6, (2001 New), Soft Cover, illustrated, 330grams, $30.00
The life of Arthur Dimer and a history of the southern Nullarbor.

BMC Leyland in Western Australia - The People, the Cars, the Dealerships by Gary Mentiplay
ISBN 978-0-85905-751-6, (2018, New), A4, French Raps, heavily illustrated, 346pages, 1.4kg, $70.00*
Covers the story of the various motor vehicle makes Austin, Morris, Wolseley, MG and Leyland that eventually made up the BMC (British Motor Corporation) and Leyland Australia during the years 1908 to 1978.
Overseas post details and orders to author: garymentiplsy@bigpond.com Phone: 0420 448 036

Body and Soul - an Aboriginal View by A.R. Piele
ISBN 0 85905 233 8, (1997 New), Hard Cover, 334pp, 700grams, $65.00*
Aboriginal concepts of medicine. Piele spent many years at Balgo Community in the Great Sandy Desert and this is destined to become a classic work.

Born in the Desert by Marion Hercoc with Georgina (Damina) Brown
Martu woman Damina Brown was born and reared in WA’s Little Sandy Desert during the 1970s. Like her famous kinsfolk, Warri and Yatunkga (‘The Last of the Nomads’), her family met Stan Gratte’s party of field historians, and came to live in Wiluna.

Born to Command – not to take orders – The Brooks Family of Balbinia station – Pioneers of Israelite Bay, Western Australia by John Simpson
ISBN 978-0-85905-647-2, (New, 2017), A4, illustrated, indexed, 146 pp, 420grams, $40.00*
The saga of the Brooks family on their isolated station on the edge of the Nullarbor shows the great spirit of settlers in opening hard new land. John Paul Brooks, his sister Sarah, and mother Emily, spent most of their life in physical isolation but kept up international correspondence and cooperation with botanists and geographers. This is an important biography of a family that shows success is not always the reward for hard work. Only a few of those who ventured created long lasting establishments. Not giving up in the face of great adversity is an achievement which must be honoured, recorded and disseminated as an example for others who may feel overwhelmed by their situations.

Born to be a Drover - the life story of Jim Freeth 1913-1990 by Jim Freeth
ISBN 0 85905 346 6, (2004 reprint from 1991), Soft Cover, 72pages, A4, illustrated, 210grams, $22.00*
This is probably the best documented biography of a W.A drover

Borneo Surgeon - A Reluctant Hero. The life of Dr James D. Taylor by Peter Firkins
Dr Taylor, a civilian tortured and imprisoned by the Japanese in Borneo, ran an underground organisation to help the POWs who later died in the Sandakan death march.

Boundary Rider’s Daughter,The by Evalene Wallbank
Beyondie Station at Kumirina, north of Meekatharra, was taken up in the 1920s by Bob George, a Rabbit Proof Fence boundary rider. He protected a young part-Aboriginal girl, later marrying her. Yibbie had ten children with Bob George and later attachments, and most were sent by Bob to Sister Kate’s home in Perth for their education. Of the children today, two of the girls survive. One is a Perth lawyer, and the other, Evalene, was involved in a pastoral life. This is the interesting story of growing up in the wildest bush and in the equally feral children’s home. The George family were well-known in the upper Murchison/Gascoyne region and this autobiography is an interesting and important reflection of life in that country. It was written by 2003 but ignored by publishers, perhaps because its content was not considered abrasive enough in the ‘culture wars’ of that time. Published 19 December 2017.

Bowyangs and Boomerangs by M.J. O’Reilly
Mulga Mick’s account of life in Western Australia, Northern Territory, South Australia and Tasmania and his mining of gold, wolfram, opals and osmiridium. Swagging, Afghans, camels, mica mines and life from the 1890s in the Australian bush.

Brand on his Coat, The by Rica Erickson
The Brand on his Coat relates the histories of a few of the nine and a half thousand convicts who were transported to Western Australia during 1850 to 1868.

Bride Ships, The by Rica Erickson
ISBN 0 85905 162 5, (1992 New), Soft Cover, 270pp, illustrated, 470grams, $40.00
United Kingdom immigrants in the 1800s who became settlers in Western Australia. An important social history and of great genealogical interest.
Bruisers in the Bush ed by Peter Bridge, Moya Sharp, Susan Bennett.
ISBN 978-0-85905-029-6, (N, 2010), A4, 19pp, 110g, $12.00*
In 1894 at Coolgardie the interest in the rancour and fight between 'Bull' Bennit and Jimmy Reid was greater than that in prospecting. What was the cause of such bitterness? Bessie Stewart, the Belle of Coolgardie! What was the background to this grudge match that held the interest of spectators for decades and figures in so many goldfields reminiscences? The story has a surprising outcome.

'Brumby' Leake by Peter J Bridge
Brumby Leake was one of the great characters of the early Murchison-Gascoyne. His dalliances with the spinifex fairies and concern for the orphaned calves of other people cattle, together with an appreciation of the qualities of a stray horse, led to a certain mystique. This was heightened by the power of his enemies who almost invariably lost in the court cases which followed some of his exploits. The dreaded A.O. Neville led a campaign to incarcerate him. But he was much loved by the aboriginals that worked for him. This biography is mainly from the DIA and police files that have survived against all odds, together with old newspaper accounts and reminiscences of old timers. Part of Brumby's reputation derives from the iniquitous K.S. Prichard who cast him as the lead character in Coonardoo and Brumby Innes. In both these agitprop outbursts attacking Brumby she carefully avoided her powerful family friends who were infamous for their predatory and abusive behaviour towards the local aboriginals. Guaranteed to raise a cackle and a gasp.

ISBN 978-0-85905-737-0, (New, 2018), A4, illustrated, 147pp, 420grams, $40.00*
The last of the old time ringers of the Kimberley.

Bullfinch and the Yilgarn Goldfield by Gilbert Ralph
ISBN 0 85905 395 4, (2007 New), Soft cover, 288 pages, illustrated, under 500 gram packed, $35.00*
Bullfinch and the Yilgarn Goldfield had its beginnings with a suggestion from Sir Laurence Brodie-Hall that the unique nature of the community at Bullfinch during the Great Western Consolidated era from 1950 to 1963 deserved recording.

Bulloo Downs Drover by Peter Hall
ISBN 0 85905 293 1, (2001 New), Soft Cover, 82pp, 135grams, $22.00*
Droving and station life on Ilgararie and Bulloo Downs Stations, north of Meekatharra.

Bullwinkel by Norm Manners
ISBN 0 85905 265 6, (2000 New), Soft Cover, 248pp, illustrated, 340grams, $30.00*
The first full biography of Sister Bullwinkel, sole survivor of a group of Australian nurses murdered during World War II by the Japanese on Banka Island in 1941. Machine gunned and starved, she survived to return to high office in Australian nursing.

Bush Justice by Ron Brown & Pat Studdy-Clift
ISBN 0 85905 146 3, (1990 New), Soft Cover, 256pp, illustrated, 340grams, $30.00*
The experiences of one of the last police officers in Central Australia to patrol by camel. 'Brownie' writes of life in the bush, its people and their foibles. One of the best books on Central Australia.

Bush Kids and Bartoo by Mildred Gordon
ISBN 0 85905 338 5, (2004 New), 54pp, A4, Soft Cover, 175grams $22.00*
Mildred Gordon describes life on a remote Centralian Station in the 1920s and 30s and includes her mother’s writings of the local Aboriginal legends, published for the first time. No. 22 in the Aboriginal Series

Bushman’s Directory, The by Mary Taylor
ISBN 0 85905 417 9, (2007 New), A4, Soft Cover, 375 pp, $30.00*. A biographical index to WA drovers, stockmen, mailmen, doggers, teamsters, shepherds, boundary riders, fencers, etc, from the 1800s to the 1970s.

C.C. Hunt’s 1864 Koolyanobbing Expedition by Kim Epton
ISBN 0 85905 306 7. Soft Cover, A5 spiral bound, 44pp, 110grams, $12.00*
A ‘translation’ to modern maps of Hunt’s forgotten first expedition to the east of York. Includes modern-day rendering of place names and features.

Calvert’s Golden West by Geoff Blackburn
ISBN 0 85905 241 9, (1997 New), Soft Cover, 88pp, illustrated, 130grams $22.00*
The story of the enigmatic Calverts and their role in Western Australian history. Includes a full bibliography.

Camels and the Outback by H.M. Barker
The classic book on the camel in Australia.

Camels, Exploration and Development in the North by Herbert M. Barker
ISBN 978-9-85905-739-4, (New, 2019), A4, soft cover, illustrated, indexed, 24pp, 75g, $16.50*
A collection of reports, letters, etc. by Barker on the NW. Details of his exploration to the east of the Oakover River and proposals for development.

Camp Fire Sketches by A.G. Hales
ISBN 0 85905 339 3, (2004 reprint), Soft Cover, 106pp, 160grams, $22.00*
As the wind gathers sparks from the camp-fire, so these stories have been collected, here, there and everywhere.

Cannibals, Cooke and Customs by Peter Bridge.
ISBN 978-0-85905-666-3, A4, 120 grams, $22.00*
An examination of some undigested customs of our indigines.
Canning Stock Route Royal Commission Royal Commission to inquire into the Treatment of Natives by the Canning Exploration Party - 15 January – 5 February 1908 Edited by Phil Bianchi, Peter Bridge, Ethel Bianchi, Angela Teague, Maria Bloomfield. ISBN 978-0-85905-059-3, (2010), A4, 374pp, illust., 1kg $55.00*

Important desert and bush history. This was not published, except as reported in the newspapers of the day. Contains the opinions of many of the best bushmen of the day.

Captain Bully Hayes: Blackbirder and Bigamist by Frank Clune

The buccaneer, blackbirder and rascal of the Pacific - one of the great "characters" of the age.

Captain John Thomas Esq. From Tragedy He Triumphed by Rod Dickson

The colonial story of the Thomas family, from early disasters to great wealth and social prominence. Thomas became a ship owner, with an importing business, owned a Fremantle hotel and the property at Pinjarra now known as Ravenswood.

Cardonia by B.W. Leake

This collection of the writings of the well known farmer, historian, naturalist, Bruce Leake on the Kellerberrin area

Castle Dangerous by Gil Hardwicke
ISBN 0 85905 322 9, (2003 New), Soft Cover, 100pp, illustrated, 150grams, $22.00

The settlement and pioneers of the Margaret River area and an examination of their origins and political and social backgrounds.

Catalpa Expedition, The by Z.W. Pease

The escape of the Fenians from Western Australia in 1876 on the United States whaler Catalpa.

Caught off Guard, and Other Poems by Janet Wells
ISBN 0 85905 096 3, (1986 New), Soft Cover, 53pp, 90grams, $10.00

From the English countryside to a Kimberley cattle station, these poems evoke Janet's past and present life, and have won prizes in the North.

Challenge & the Chance, The by S.K. Forrest
ISBN 0 85905 217 6, (1996 New), Hard Cover, 364 largepp, illustrated, 780grams, $50.00

The colonisation and settlement of North West Australia 1861-1914. Forrest focuses on black-white relationships, and the changing attitudes and moralities of white Australians when they, too, became indigenous. Opens a new chapter of Australian history.

Chasing the Dragon's Tale - The Vergulde Draeck Story by Bob Sheppard
ISBN 978-0-85905-723-3, (New, 2019), 160 x 240, heavily illustrated, indexed, 730 grams, $50.00*

The most comprehensive book ever written on the heritage, history and archaeology of the Vergulde Draeck (1656). Illustrated (with some never seen before photos) and containing around 700 references. The book is in two parts. Part One, The Vergulde Draeck Story, is a formal history of the wreck and its discovery. Part Two, Chasing The Dragon's Tale, covers the author's experiences in his 10 year search to unravel one of Australia's greatest maritime mysteries.

Chasing the Weight, 1886-1912 by F.W.P. Cammilleri
ISBN 0 85905 085 8, (1986 New), Hard Cover, 84pp, illustrated, 220grams, $22.00

From the Kimberley in 1886 to the Pilbara, Ashburton, Murchison, Kalgoorlie, Greenbushes and Donnybrook. “FWP” was a pioneer prospector and the first man to dig and peg on the Golden Mile lodes.

Circled Continent, The by Randolph Bedford, edited by , and with a foreword by PJ Bridge, C. Holyday and Gail Dreezens.
ISBN 0 85905 410 1, (2007 Reprint 1905), A4, Soft Cover, 72pp, 230grams, $25.00*

Randolph the Reckless, one of Australia’s greatest, but ignored writers, traveled along the Queensland coast to the Torres Strait and Papua in 1905. His brilliant descriptive writing of the places, people and their products is a joy to read and as fresh as it was a century ago. This ‘lost’ item does not appear in any bibliographies.

Claude Choules – The Last of the Last by Claude Choules

In July 2009 Claude became – as one of three surviving veterans – the only remaining combatant of WW I. He is also the last man in the world who saw active military service in both World Wars.

Climb When Ready edited by Dave James

History and real life stories of rock climbing in Western Australia told by those involved.

Close Calls in the Kimberley by Mick Driscoll

The Kimberley adventures of the bushman ‘Mineral Mick’ Driscoll and his long desert walks. Mick corresponded with HP and now, a decade after his passing the letters and stories are published.

Cobb & Co. in the Golden West edited by Gail Dreezens, P J Bridge, Phil Bianchi.

The WA coaching companies covered immense distances in scarcely explored country. Among them was the WA Cobb and Co run by Nicholas and Kidman. This collection of reminiscences, reports, timetables, adverts, etc is heavily illustrated. An essential volume on bush history and transport.
Cobbers of Mine and the Mining Magnate by The Axeman, Alfred E. Wallace
ISBN 978-0-85905-735-6, (New, 2019), A4, 47 pages, 140 grams, $22.00*

Alfred Wallace died of silicosis in 1924. He was an axeman in the forests and an underground miner on the Murchison. His verse was in demand for local celebrations and the regional newspapers. Few modern poets have had the acclaim of the public that the Axeman had.

His collection was reprinted for many years by the Northam newspaper. Some of his satirical verse such as The Bush Geologist, and The Mining Magnate was still being circulated in mining circles in the 1980s.

Cold-Footed Mob, The – A History of the 5th Australian Broad Gauge Railway Operating Company by Tom Goode.
ISBN 978-0-85905-653-3, (New, 2016), A4, 100 pages, illustrated, indexed, 280 grams, $30.00*

One hundred years ago over two hundred and fifty railwaymen from across the state left Australia for the Western Front. Many were over age and some of doubtful fitness but they went because they felt they were needed. For more than eighteen months sometimes under German artillery fire they operated railways carrying vital men and supplies for the British army. Largely ignored by the Australian Official Histories of World War One, this is their story.

The history traces the events and decisions that led to the raising of Australian Railway Units for service with the AIF and follows the path of this particular unit from its formation in Western Australia through its service on the Western Front to its eventual return home. While recounting the unit activities in the context of World War One events, equal emphasis has been placed on the stories of many of the individuals who comprised the unit.

Cologne to the Kimberley - Studies of Aboriginal Life in Northwest Australia by Five German Scholars in the First Half of the 20th Century - Translated by Margaret Pawsey, Edited by Kim Akerman
ISBN 978-0-85905-594-9, (2015, New), 384pp, SC, A4, illustrated, 1.1kg, $70.00*

Eighteen translated papers by Bischos, Worms, Petri, Schulz, & Odermann that are essential for an understanding of Kimberley Aboriginal culture. Contains brief biographies of the authors.

Colour patch - The men of the 2/4th Australian Machine Gun Battalion 1940-1945 by Murray Ewan
ISBN 0 85905 312 1, (2003 New), Case bound, 928pp, illustrated, < 3kg packed, $132.00 *
Orders to M. Ewan, 4 Hare Crt Willagee 6156.

email hintock@space.net.au

ISBN 0 85905 000 9, (1972 New), Soft Cover, 350pp, A3, $170.00** (Direct sale only)

This is the Combined indices of the Geological Survey of WA Annual Reports and Bulletins from the end of previous index (Bulletin 60) to 1970 and an essential reference volume for geologists, prospectors and historians.


The first, and hopefully not the last, Australian politician shot for spying. Unreported byways and fascinating African adventures in the Great Game.

Connelly Story, The ed PJ Bridge, I Murray, V Connelly
ISBN 978-0-85905-460-7, A4, 60 pp, illus, (200g) $22.00*

Connelly snr found the Fifield Platinum in NSW. His son discovered the Murchison GF in WA in 1890

Conquest and Settlement by Geoff Blackburn
ISBN 0 85905 242 7, (wrongly published 254 0), (1999 New), Hard Cover, 342pp, illustrated, 730grams, $70.00*

The history of the 21st Regiment of Foot and its role in Western Australian history. Contains accounts of the suppression of the native uprisings of the 1830s and appendices on the men as soldiers and settlers, extensive biographical details and genealogical charts.

Convict Assignment in Western Australia 1842-1851 by Andrew Gill
ISBN 978-0-85905-619-9, (New, 2016), A4, 100 pages, illustrated, indexed, 280 grams, $30.00*

An essential reference for the study of early convictism in WA, the employment and distribution of the Parkhurst boys and their employers.

Coolgardie Gold by Albert Gaston

The discovery of gold at Coolgardie filled thousands of young men with eagerness to try their luck on the new field. Gaston recalls the dust that was ever present, willy-willies, flies and ants in myriads, water bags, camel teams, summer heat, winter cold, typhoid, crowded hotel and bars.

Coolgardie Goldfields, The by William Nicholas

Prof W Nicholas was manager of the Burbanks goldmine. Originally published in 1895, this idiosyncratic pamphlet was written to advise prospectors as to the geology and conditions of the new fields.

Coolgardie in 1892 by William Ford
ISBN 0 85905 401 2, (1932 reprint 2007), Soft Cover, A5, 10pp, saddle stitched, 35 grams, $5.00*

A rare pamphlet published by Ford in 1932 to record the discovery of Coolgardie.

Cossack Gold by W. Lambden Owen
ISBN 978-0-85905-440-9, 2008 new format of 1933 edition with new material, soft cover, 140mm x 215mm, 130pp, illustrated, 190grams, $22.00

Vivid reminiscences of the life in the North West of Australia from the 1880s to the 1930s. Gold, pearling, aboriginals, diamonds, murder and madness in the great but empty North.

Orders to M. Ewan, 4 Hare Crt Willagee 6156.
Customs and Traditions of the Aboriginal Natives of North Western Australia, The by John G Withnell
Simon King is a geosciences career professional who was raised in the 1950s and 1960s in the semi-rural community of Langwarrin almost 45 kilometres south-east of Melbourne, Australia, where his family was one of the first to settle in the district. He subsequently undertook his tertiary education at the Ballarat School of Mines and Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology in Victoria to pursue a career in exploration and mining, perhaps to follow in his father’s footsteps who was once a mineral prospector in the early 20th century.

Crooks, con men and spielers, magsmen, and other dysfunctionals from the bottom of the duck pond by Peter J. Bridge
The police published the methods of con men and swindlers in their efforts to educate the public. However the old tricks still reel them in and new applications catch a sucker every minute.

Crosscut's War – The life and times of a Gallipoli soldier. Thomas Henry “Crosscut” Wilson by Chris Holyday
Thomas Henry (Crosscut) Wilson was a mate of Henry Lawson. He came West in the 1890s in quest of gold but instead struck a very rich vein of literary success along the inkly way. This book brings together some of the most lively and vivid word pictures that Wilson wrote over a very prolific period that ultimately shaped the very character of our whole nation, including his participation in the Gallipoli campaign with the 16th Battalion. And it tells the back-story of Crosscut, the man, mainly gleaned from his own writing. The reader should beware, however, for Wilson was a larrikin at heart, could mix fact with fiction and had a definite weakness for beer combined with a wanderlust that would see him drift all over Western Australia. He was also a very fine writer, amongst the top shelf of those colourful characters that had drifted West chasing the weight, and stayed to help build the State we know today.

This book includes some of his finest freelance reporting during the Gallipoli campaign.

Cue to the Klondyke. Herbert Annesley Ainsworth.
ISBN 978-0-85905-724-0, (New, 2018), A4, 26pp, 100 grams, $15.00*
A great story of adventure and perseverance in two great gold rushes.

Customs and Traditions of the Aboriginal Natives of North Western Australia, The by John G Withnell
ISBN 0 85905 423 3, (2007 Reprint 1901), Soft Cover, 35pp, 50 grams, $12.00*
Pastoral pioneer John Withnell studied the natives of the NW for many years. His booklet was first published in 1901 at Roebourne.

Cyclopedia of Western Australia by J. S. Battye
ISBN 0 85905 072 6, (1985 reprint of 1912-13 edition), Two Volumes, Hard Cover, 1824pp, quarto, 5.2kg, $250.00*
The classic reference on the history of early Western Australia. Concise descriptions on many facets of the State with biographical data on over 950 pioneers and their families.

Darkest Western Australia by H.G.B. Mason
The best bushman’s advice book written, with his solution to the ‘native question’!

Darwin Dilemmas by Ron Brown & Pat Citl
ISBN 0 85905 164 1, (1992 New), Soft Cover, 188pp, illustrated, 260grams, $22.00
Darwin life just before and during World War II. An important eye witness account.

Daughters of Midas, The by Norma King
ISBN 0 85905 124 2, (1988 New), Soft Cover, 188pp, illustrated, 400grams, $22.00
The author combines her own rich personal knowledge and insight of goldfields’ life with her thorough research to make an important contribution to the history of the goldfields.

Dawning among the Aborigines of Central Australia, The by W.H. Willshire
ISBN 978-0-85905-620-5, (R 1880s90s, 2015), A4, 261pp, illustrated, 690 grams, $45.00*
Police Constable Willshire published four books in the 1890s-1890s on Aboriginal customs and his experiences among them in South Australia and the Northern Territory. These represent much first contact descriptions in areas where no anthropologist ventured. They are a valuable record. Willshire was defamed and marginalised due to the inevitable clashes with wild natives in which the latter came off second best, and a century long vendetta has been carried out by those looking for a windmill to attack. Publication of these very rare volumes will enable all to examine his writings in conjunction with his biography, Willshire of the Alice, published by Hesperian Press in 1992.

Desert, Drought, and Death. The Border Exploration Syndicate Expedition to the Rawlinson Ranges 1899-1900 by H. W. Hill. Edited by Mark Chambers and Peter J Bridge.
ISBN 978-0-85905-383-9, Hard Cover, 155pp, 470grams, $70.00*
Charles Norton claimed he had found gold in the Rawlinson Range. An expedition was led by Henry Hill, accompanied by Hilton Verney Smith, Frank Merton, Joe Gillo, the ill fated prospector Norton and Shahnavas the Afghan. The expedition was trapped in the wilderness for nine months by a savage drought, the led to the loss of half their camels, and the brutal death of two of their number. This is one of the most fascinating and troubled expeditions recorded from the Westralian desert. The full diaries of Hill which have remained unread for over a century and later reports on their travails are produced.

Desert Drovers, Saddling and Shooting - The outback lives of Marie and Snowy Brosnan, as told to Marion Hercoc
At the age of twelve Warner ‘Snowy’ Brosnan had a longing to ride horses, and when he saw Chips Rafferty in The Overlanders he vowed that one day he would be a drover. Snowy’s dream came true, with all the thrills and falls, the blood and boredom, and rough and tumble of droving cattle.

Updated 29-07-2019
An expose of the bureaucratic stupidity of Public Health when confronted by AIDS. A biting and humorous account of the life of a venereologist and a beginner’s guide to V.D.

Digging, Squatting and Pioneering Life in the Northern Territory of South Australia by Mrs Dominic D. Daly ISBN 0 85905 068 8, (1984 reprint of 1887 edition), Hard Cover, 368pp plus map, 690grams, $40.00
A pioneering classic from first settlement to 1887. Vivid description of life and events that shaped the destiny of the Northern Territory.

Dingbat Flat. The Kalgoorlie-Boulder Riots of 1934.  by Rod Moncrieff.
ISBN 978-0-85905-711-9, (New, 2018), A4, illustrated, 178pp, 500grams, $35.00*
The race based riots and their causes have echoed over the past century. The first dispassionate study of a usually highly politicised incident.
Essential reading for the multiculters.

Diogenes by George Pavlu
The cynic wit of Diogenes bought together for the first time in 2500 years.

Disorderly Proceedings in the Park, Western Australian Football in Colonial Times by Steve Errington
In the early 1880s in the sleepy towns of Perth and Fremantle young men played loosely organised rugby matches. But in 1885 some keen young players of Victorian Rules imposed their will on this tired scene and formed what is now the West Australian Football League, starting a competition which continues 131 years later.

Do Not Yield to Despair edited by Mike Donaldson and Ian Elliot
ISBN 0 85905 226 5, (1999 New), Hard Cover, A4, 440pp, illustrated, 1.4kg, $95.00*
The bush diaries of Frank Hann 1895-1908. Details his journeys from Townsville, Queensland to Kimberley, in the eastern Pilbara, Parkers Range south and Laverton-Wiluna area to Oodnadatta.

Dollypot edited by P. Bridge
A magnificent collection of prospectors’ and miners’ stories. Humour, sadness, thirst, booze, hard luck, life, people and poetry of the goldfields - from the Kimberley in the North to Ravensthorpe in the south east of Western Australia.

Down the Dimboola by Bonnie Milne
Bonnie Milne grew up on an isolated sheep station in the Upper Gascoyne district. This is a light hearted look at family life on Coor de Wandie station.

Drover’s Cook and other verses, The by Tom Quilty
Tom Quilty was a well-known Kimberley cattleman who became famous for his verse and especially for his descriptive poem, “The Drover’s Cook – weighed fifteen stone, He had one bloodshot eye, He had no laces on his boots, No buttons on his fly.”
The royalties for this book go to the Kimberley RFDS. This small reprint of a now rare book is done to satisfy the curious readers of the new Red Dog: True Blue by Louis de Bernieres in which the author quotes verse from The Drover’s Cook.

Drover’s Scrapbook, The edited by P. J Bridge & Gail Dreezens
A collection of reports and reminiscences of WA droving from the 1880s to the 1950s, giving many names and records of trips with sheep and cattle from the north to the southern markets.

Droving Days by H.M. Barker
A history of droving, and stories of famous drovers.

Droving with Ben Taylor - Up and down the Canning Stock Route in 1946 by Len Hill
Droving with Ben Taylor is based on the diary of a Canning Stock Route drover. It is the only droving diary known from the 50 years of operation of the CSR, the longest and most remote stock route in the world. Here, detailed, the old hand, Ben Taylor, teaches the youthful Len Hill the art of droving in the desert lands. With horses and camels from Wiluna to Billiluna, and return with cattle, this unique account describes the pleasures and duties of a drovers life, the cattle, the land, and its inhabitants. Len Hill is a retired Kimberley pastoralist.

Dry River by Rachel Percy
Humorous, gritty, real… David Mills’ biography, Dry River, is a richly detailed account of working life in the Australian Outback in the last days of the old stockroutes and packsaddle cattle camps. An extraordinary story of an ordinary bloke.

Dryblowers and Gold.  by Peter J Bridge.
ISBN 978-0-85905-677-9, (2017, new), A4, 190pp, heavily illustrated, 510 grams, $50.00*
A history of dryblowers. This revolutionary device was developed on the WA goldfields and spread in various forms to other dry auriferous states and nations. A collection of historical and technical reports that are scarcely known, together with an exceptional collection of photographs. Published 27 Oct 2017.
Dying World in Northwest Australia, The by Helmut Petri (With a Foreword by Susan Bradley and Introduction by Kim Akerman)
Prior to leading the Twenty-second Frobenius Expedition (1938-1939), to the Kimberley Region of Western Australia, Helmut Petri had developed a wide range of interests that encompassed the fields of physical anthropology, ethnology, history, prehistory, economics and philosophy.

EP 9 Story, The by Mike Sasin/J B Norman
ISBN 0 85905 326 1, (2003 New), Soft Cover, 54pp, illustrated, A4 wire bound, 190grams, $22.00 *
An aero engineer’s life in the NW where his business was shattered by lies and manipulation involving an illegal and unsound pilot, a millionaire megalomaniac pastoralist and DCA investigations

Eager For Labour by Val Fitch
The indentured labour of the Swan River Colony with the history of several of the families involved.

Eagle’s Nest, The - Larkinville, the Golden Eagle and the Great Depression by P.J. Bridge
ISBN 0 85905 274 5, (1999 New), Hard Cover, Soft Cover, 320pp, illustrated, HC 700grams, SC 450grams, HC $60.00 SC $40.00
The last great traditional gold rush at the height of the depression, with biographies, details of nuggets and a preview of the coming depression.

Early Days of Yilgarn District, The edited by Peter J Bridge and Angela Teague
This collection forms part of a series of biographies and reminiscences of the earliest prospectors of the Yilgarn Goldfields. While the answers as to priority, were to a certain extent, answered long ago, this information has become scattered and lost to all but the most determined researchers.

Early History of Cue and the Murchison Goldfields, The
A different and personal view of early Cue and the Murchison area.

Early Memories of the Great North West. by A R Richardson.
Richardson was a pioneer of the NW. His book is a mainstay of information on the early settlements and the people of the north

Early Woodlines of the Goldfields - The untold story of the Woodlines to World War II edited by Phil Bianchi, Peter Bridge and Ray Tovey NEW EXPANDED EDITION
ISBN 0 85905 432 2 140 pp, 380grams, A4 perfect bound, illust., soft cover, $30.00*
Articles and letters by writers such as Crosscut T.H. Wilson and reporters for The Sun, give the reader a clear understanding of events at the time, the undercurrents and how high feelings were running on various issues such as a strikes, pay, living expenses, dagoes, the company, bosses, life in the bush and so on.

East is East by WC Charnley
ISBN 978-0-85905-007-4, (2010, R), 21 pp, illust, SC, B5, 50g, $10.00*
A white woman was mysteriously murdered in an Indian garden, and the police were completely baffled owing to the apparent lack of motive for the crime. Far away in Australia, however, a few people knew that a sixteen-year-old feud - a tragedy of the mating of East and West had reached its culmination

Eggs-a-Cook! The story of the Forty-fourth War – as the Digger Fought It by Captain C. Longmore
ISBN 978-0-85905-049-4, (1921, 2010 R N), illustrated, casebound, 115gsm paper, section sewn, dust jacket, head & tail bands, ribbon, 216pp, 550 grams, RRP $75.00*
Eggs-a-Cook! relates the experience of the 44th Battalion of the Third Division in France during 1916-1918. Formed at Claremont in early 1916 they landed in England in July 1916, via Egypt, where they collected their cognomen, arriving in France in November.

Ernest Giles - Explorer & Traveller 1835-1897 by Ray Erickson
The prize-winning biography of Australia’s greatest explorer.

Esther Austin – Adventures on the Goldfields by Hadah
The experiences of a Salvation Army girl on the Eastern and Murchison fields in the 1890s.

Evidences of an Inland Sea by G.F. Moore, with a new foreword by Prof. J.M.R. Cameron.
Moore led a series of expeditions to the NE of Perth to investigate the stories of natives about a body of inland water. This exceptionally rare book contains much of Aboriginal interest.

Expedition Eastward from Northam, The, by the Dempster brothers, Clarkson, Harper and Correll, July-August, 1861 by Lesley Brooker
It was idle curiosity that first led Lesley Brooker, an ex-CSIRO scientist, to find out who might have been the first Europeans to visit a bush property near Sandford Rocks, Westonia, recently purchased by Lesley and her husband Michael from the National Trust under the BushBank scheme.

Expeditions in Western Australia 1837-1839 by George Grey
ISBN 0 85905 046 7, (1983 reprint of 1841 edition), Hard Cover, 916pp, illustrated, maps, 1680grams, $90.00*
This classic of Western Australian exploration in two volumes details Grey’s discoveries. Extensive details of natural history, Aboriginal life, culture, language, and more. Grey’s party suffered shipwreck, starvation and thirst in their long travels from Gantheaume Bay to Perth.
Exploration Eastwards 1860-1869 Edited by Peter Bridge and Kim Epton. (WAEDP series.)
ISBN 978-0-85905-701-1, (New, 2018), casebound, section sewn, illustrated, maps, indexed, 576 pages, 1.5kg, $115.00*
Contains some 30 expeditions including Lefroy and CC Hunt with appendices on the plants by Alex George and animals by Ian Abbott. Biographical notes on all known expedition members. Resolves the problems of the ‘convicts gold’ and Hunt’s unknown convict helpers. This is a very small run which will ensure future scarcity. The companion volume 1869-1896 will go to the printers in July.

Explorations in Australia 1858 - 62 by John McDouall Stuart
Stuart was the first to reach Australia’s geographical centre and to traverse the continent. Thirst, scurvy, starvation and hostile natives hampered his expeditions. His route led to the construction of the overland telegraph and the opening up of Central Australia.

Explorers Routes Revisited. Roe Expedition 1836. Comp. & ed. by Lesley Brooker.
A not-for-profit book published by the author under the auspices of Hesperian Press.

Family Farm – Success & Succession, The by Judith Stanich
An essential handbook that deals with the very sensitive subject of family business succession. The author believes she has found a way for families to deal with and resolve this issue.

Fields Gold. A story of the Yalgoo Goldfields by Alex Palmer
Fifty Years Afloat by Hugh Cameron
The memoirs of a Western Australian ferryman and boat builder on the Swan River and Rottnest run.

Fighting for Life by Judith Fitzhardinge
ISBN 0 85905 224 9, (1996 New), Soft Cover, 268pp, illustrated, 340grams, $33.00
John Fitzhardinge was in Greece and Crete with the Artillery during World War II and was eventually taken prisoner by the crew of an Italian submarine and incarcerated in Italy and Germany.

Fighting the Kimberley - The 3 Australian Corps Kimberley Guerilla Warfare Group, 1942-1943 by Peter J Bridge
ISBN 978-0-85905-501-7, (2012 N), 356pp, A4, 311 illus., indexed, section sewn, soft cover, 1kg +, $60.00*
The role of Major Mitchell’s 3rd Australian Army Corps Guerilla Warfare Group, 101 Field Security, Special Duties groups, Special Independent Guerilla Warfare Company, Volunteer Defence Corps, 11 North West Battalion, and the Derby Garrison in the defence of the Kimberley and the North West.

Finch Trapping in the Kimberley, A History of Commercial Finch Trapping in the Kimberley Division of Western Australia by Kevin Coate and Lance Merritt
ISBN 978-0-85905-621-2, (New, 2015), 275x h 200, limp cover, 408pp, illustrated with 48 color and 9 sepia plates, 1350 grams, $85.00*
This valuable new book, Finch Trapping in the Kimberley, provides a rare insight into the far north of Western Australia, the capture of over one million wild finches, their marketing and their distribution around the world. It is the first complete analysis of lawful, and sometimes questionable, trapping and trading of Australian wild birds, and the operations of authorities who allowed the industry to linger in Western Australia between 1897 and 1986.

Finding HMAS Sydney. A Memoir by Glenys McDonald
The author was a key figure in the Sydney search. This is the story of the finding of the great ship and of the personal journey of the author in dealing with her husband’s dementia. A very readable story from both the maritime and medical views.

Finest Gold fields in the World. Robert Austin’s 1854 Expedition to the Murchison, The edited by Peter J Bridge & Sheryl Milentis, with an introduction by Prof. James Cameron.
ISBN 978-0-85905-018-0, (1855, R2009), Hard Cover, 240pp 620grams $80.00*
Austin led the expedition inland and north to the Murchison. His horses were poisoned and Charles Farmer died from lockjaw. They were reduced to drinking the urine of themselves and the remaining horses. They discovered the first gold field in WA but political reasons prevented the disclosure. Previously hidden government correspondence and illustrations by Fraser, the artist with the expedition are published for the first time

First Actor on the Goldfields, The by Tom Cannam
ISBN 978-0-85905-577-2, (2014, new), 15pp, SC, B5, 40 g, $10.00*
English actor ‘Tom Cannam’, Thomas Arthur Sowden, 1863-1940s, arrived in Australia in 1891 and soon ended up at the Coolgardie rush. A long life on the stage made him a household name between the wars. This is his autobiographical account of his travels in early Coolgardie.
Flight of Diamonds by Major W. Tyler
The 1942 Japanese attack on Broome had been kept hidden by the Curtin’s wartime government. Tyler gives the first full account of the raid and of the loss of $12 million in diamonds, still unrecovered. Copious illustrations of Japanese, Dutch, United States and Australian aircraft and personnel involved in the disaster.

For Those Who Remembered Bob True, A History of Whitfords Reward, Gregory Hills by Peter J. Bridge with Ian Murray
Bob True was buried in a lonely grave at Lake Wells in 1906 by his prospecting mates

Forgotten Explorers, The: - pioneer geologists of Western Australia, 1826 – 1926 by John Glover with Jenny Bevan.
Who were the great Australian explorers? - Most people immediately think of men like Burke and Wills, Giles, Sturt, Grey, Stuart, Leichhardt, Kennedy and Eyre: and it is true that, besides their achievements, all of these suffered great hardships, and some perished, making them more memorable historically.

Frank Hann's Lolworth Diaries 1866-1875 - transcribed and edited by Ian Elliot
The long awaited precursor to Do Not Yield to Despair. Frank Hann’s early days in North Queensland. Annotated and indexed. Cattle Cape mining, characters, conflict, social and family life. Essential for any work on the period in N.Q.

Fred McGill: An Ambiguous Aboriginal. Ed. by Peter J. Bridge
The life of Fred, a Noongar among the easterner Minning. Fred was a hit man for settlement to the east and took part in Russell’s 1897 expedition. His story in his own words. Fred died in 1909. Published 28 Sept 2017.

From Wales to Gwalia: - A Swansea editor and his Australian goldmine by Alwyn Evans
ISBN 978-0-85905-630-4, (2016, New), A4, heavily illustrated – b&w and colour, well referenced and indexed, 184pp, 515 grams, $50.00*
A long awaited history of the Sons of Gwalia goldmine at Leonora. Assiduous research into the Welsh and Australian origins of this famous mine by Alwyn Evans for a thesis, now modified for general reading has resulted in an essential reference for any and all interested in WA mining history. An appendix on the exaggerated role of Hoover is of interest as an independent analysis divorced from the adulatory propaganda.

Gallipoli to Tripoli: History of the 10th Light Horse Regiment AIF 1914 - 1919 by Neville Browning and Ian Gill.
ISBN 978-0-85905-515-4, (2011 R 2012), 648pp, heavily illustrated with maps and photos, rinted end papers, 1.8 kg, (Well over 2kg packed), folded laminated card cover, with the printed end papers, 1.65 kg. $70.00*
The 10th Light Horse epitomises the dash and insouciance of the mounted Australian soldier in World War I. We believe that this book will fill the great need of the expanding families, relatives, and growing amounts of Westralians interested in knowing of the experiences of our men in battles of such significance that they literally changed the map of the world.

Gather No Moss by Billy Linklater
The classic biography of Northern Territory bushman Billy Miller Linklater includes much detail of the early characters.

Geology and Mineral Deposits of the Leonora-Laverton Area, North Eastern Yilgarn Block, Western Australia by J. Hallberg
An associated set of 16 large geological maps of the area sells at approximately $104.00 elsewhere.

Get it Write! by Kim Epton. Explains the process of preparing the manuscript and is a style guide that details the Hesperian Press house style.

Ghosts in Khaki by Les Cody
The Unit History of the 2/4th Machine Gunners in Western Australia, Malaya, Singapore, Burma Railway. A classic of Australian military history.

Ghosts of Bayley Street: Collected Poems of J. Sorensen by Jack Sorensen
ISBN 0 85905 138 2, (1992 New), Soft Cover, 100pp, 150grams, $22.00
Jack Sorensen, shearer, boxer and poet was renowned for his meter and rhyme.

Ghosts of Hamelin Bay by Garry Teehan.
The history of the now forgotten port and timber export town and area at Karridale, near Augusta. Details of the timber cutting, mills, ships and shipping, and the Davies empire from the archives, police files and shipping records.

Giles 1875 Expedition by Lesley Brooker
Ernest Giles' 1875 expedition, covering 3000km from Beltana, S.A. to Perth, W.A., is described in detail, with both historical and contemporary maps, and colour illustrations of the places visited and plants collected by the expedition naturalist, Jesse Young.
Also included is a previously unpublished photograph of Giles' artefact from the expedition collected in 1897 by Richard Thelwall Maurice; and a hitherto unpublished map of the 1875 route carried by Jesse Young to Melbourne in 1876, when Giles was still in Perth. Available only direct from the author at LesMikeBrooker@bigpond.com.
Glorious Uncertainty, The  
by Sally L. Senior  

An enchanting tale of the lives of three little girls who grew up on a sheep station in the East Murchison district of Western Australia in the 1930s and 1940s.

God before Gugeri, Luggers, trucks & water bores & other Kimberley stories  
by Michael Gugeri  

The Gugeri family have been landmarks in the Kimberley for nearly a century. This book follows four generations of life in the north, from pearling, carrying, Anna Plains station, water boring, Cockatoo Island, oil drilling, wool carting, the Underworld, rockets, fishing, and many incidents and characters. Biographies of Doug Blythe, Billie King and details of many other Kimberley personalities are also offered.

Gold at Peak Hill  
by P.R. Heydon  
ISBN 0 85905 153 6, (1991 New), Hard Cover, 310pp, illustrated, 530gms, $40.00

The story of the discovery of gold in 1892 by Wilson and partners, the history of the town and Peak Hill area and its characters, all now gone.

Gold Deposits of Western Australia, The  
by A. Gibb Maitland  
ISBN 0 85905 010 6, (1919, 2009), 94pp, A4+, illus, soft cover, 300g, $30.00

Ninety years on this is still the best overview of gold in WA for the general reader and prospector. The maps, drawings and photos explain the distribution and geology of gold throughout WA. Fourth Edition.

Gold Fields Maps of the early 1900s. WA Mines Department  

A reprint of the rare booklets of WA goldfields maps supplied to the early prospectors. Essential for goldfields historians and modern prospectors.

Gold Getting Days  
by John Meiklejohn  

John Meiklejohn was one of the best known prospectors of the Coolgardie and later goldrushes of the 1890s.

Gold in the Gascoyne  
by Rhonda McDonald  

The story of Mangaroon Station and its development by the McDonalds from 1923, including the discovery of the magnificent Star of Mangaroon Goldmine.

Gold on the Murchison  
by Phil Heydon  
ISBN 0 85905 066 1, (1986, 2008), 221pp, illustrated, Soft Cover, 315gms, $35.00

A history of Cue and Day Dawn and the gold rush of the 1890s.

Golden Days  
by Jules Raeside  

The early goldfields and the men who shaped the politics of mining.

Golden Era of Animal Health, The - The History of Disease Control in Farm Animals in Western Australia 1829 – 1990  
by Fred Newman with Alex Williams  

Through the years a stock inspector has been; a stockman, bush vet, bush lawyer, and as a public servant committed and dedicated to protecting, improving and enhancing livestock production throughout the State of Western Australia. As initially set down by the first stock inspectors the culture of the organisation has been one of practical and resourceful advice and assistance. They have been highly motivated, self-reliant and helpful to stock owners. They were of necessity good communicators and great ambassadors for the veterinary professionals who supported and backed up the local and practical knowledge of stock inspectors.

Golden Land of Silence - A Tale of the Kimberleys  
by A.O Neville  
ISBN 978-0-85905-479-9, (N, 2010), 181pp, 320g, $30.00

This novel, set in the 1930s in the far north Kimberley region of Western Australia, not only is a story of enduring love and revenge, both European and Aboriginal, but a portrayal of life on a remote cattle station where access and transport were both limited to slow.

Golden Quest, The: “Roaring days of the West Australian Gold Rushes and Life in the Pearling Industry”  
by A.C.V . Bligh  

The search for gold and the hazards of pearling. A vivid picture of life in the early days of the unexplored North.

Golden Rule, The  
by Bob Sheppard  
ISBN 0 85905 311 3, (2002 New), Soft Cover, illustrated, 480grams, $40.00

Western Australia is a treasure trove. Emeralds, green tourmalines, purple lepidolite, lustrous black tantalite and other minerals are found in pegmatites scattered across the vastness of Western Australia.

ISBN 0 85905 378 4, (2007 New), Hard Cover, 140pp, illustrated, 390g, $40.00*

This journal was discovered hidden behind a mirror in a theological college. It was written in ink made of charcoal and urine on old and foxed paper. This book is one of the most fascinating personal accounts of the great gold rush in New South Wales and Victoria. It will become an Australian classic.

De Rougemont's spectacular adventures startled the world in 1898. The tale of shipwreck, rescue by aboriginals, and wondrous happening in the north Australian wilds held the world spellbound. His descriptions of flying wombats, riding turtles, and bevy of aboriginal wives enthralled. Digger justice was rough, ready, and sure. When the police came crime soared. Perhaps we need local justice committees to be revived.


First published in 1898 as a portion of a larger book, this booklet contains all the WA goldfields portion of Bond’s goldfields visit in 1896. How the well-heeled did it tough in the goldrush. Well worth a read to get the women’s flavour of the fields.

ISBN 978-0-85905-624-3, (1898, R2015), large A4, 38pp, illustrated, 220g, $22.00*

De Rougemont's spectacular adventures startled the world in 1898. The tale of shipwreck, rescue by aboriginals, and wondrous happening in the north Australian wilds held the world spellbound. His descriptions of flying wombats, riding turtles, and bevy of aboriginal wives enthralled. Then the penny dropped and irate explorers pulled the plug on him. Carr Boyd outdid him in his tall tales. The Daily Chronicle published this expose of both De Rougement and his foolish explorers with the magnificent Phil May cartooning and lampooning all.

ISBN 978-0-85905-175-0, (2011), A4, 42pp, 150g, $22.00*

"These narrative are true stories of my own life in the Australian Bush 1888-1897-1903."

ISBN 978-0-85905-143-9, (1993 New), Soft Cover, 180pp, illustrated, 250g, $22.00

Traces the early Western Australian police force from its inception to the 1890s with an emphasis on the men who served in it.

ISBN 978-0-85905-175-0-0, (2011), A4, 42pp, 150g, $22.00*

"These narrative are true stories of my own life in the Australian Bush 1888-1897-1903."

Credit

Great Unknown & Away Back, The

ISBN 978-0-85905-327-0, (2003 Reprint), Soft Cover, 50pp, illustrated, 170g, $22.00*

A visual and written record of the Moore family, one of the early pioneering families of the Pilbara region of Western Australia.

Havens of Refuge is the history of the incursion of inhabitants from S.E. Asia into the north of Western Australia in pearling days, and the subsequent development of leprosy in the indigenous susceptible population. The book does not deal with clinical details, but with the history of events relative to the introduction of leprosy, its spread and the efforts to contain it, based on and largely told in the words of contemporary observers and administrators, and it illustrates the fallacies of contemporary thought, now in danger of being repeated.

ISBN 978-0-85905-327-X, (2003 Reprint), Soft Cover, 50pp, illustrated, 170g, $22.00*

A visual and written record of the Moore family, one of the early pioneering families of the Pilbara region of Western Australia.
Heroes Have Wings by Peter Firkins, 1993
ISBN 0 85905 179 X. (1993 New), Soft Cover, 226pp, illustrated, 300grams, $30.00
The stories of RAAF aces in the great air battles of WWII, most told for the first time. The author is one of Australia's best-known military historians.

Hezekiah Pinkham: His Jurnel 1793-1802 - Transcribed and explained by Rod Dickson
ISBN 978-0-85905-508-6, (2011, New), A4, 209pp, illust., 565g, $40.00*
Transcribed from the original logbooks of the Nantucket whaler and trader, Hezekiah Pinkham.
These are the log books kept by young Hezekiah Pinkham after he went to sea as a teenager to learn the art of whaling from his uncle, Captain Andrew Pinkham.

Highways and Byways. Ed by PJ Bridge
The letters to The Western Mail in the late 1930s cover reminiscences and observations of bush life by men and women, farmers, drovers, sailors, fishermen and represent the land as it once was before the influx of aliens changed our life. Essential reading to grasp how the nation has changed and why so many are unhappy with the current trends.

History of the North West of Australia by J.S. Battye
ISBN 0 85905 057 2, (1965 reprint of 1915 edition), Hard Cover, 322pp, illustrated, quarto, 1005grams, $115.00*
Contains details of some 230 early North West settlers, their families and 100 stations. It is the most valuable source of pre-1915 information on the North West.

History of West Australia. A narrative of her past together with biographies of her leading men by W. B. Kimberly
ISBN 978-0-85905-202-3, (1897, R2015), large A4, casebound, laminated cover, PUR glued spine, 620 pages, illustrated, 2.8 kgs, $165.00*
Contains a comprehensive and detailed overview of the state's history and some 236 pages of biographies and portraits of the leading men of the 1890s.
The original book brings $5000 and over in dealers listings.This long awaited reprint of W. B. Kimberly's magnificent History of West Australia (1897) culminates our reprint programme of the histories and overviews of WA that have included:-
The Cyclopedia of Western Australia, 1912-13. The History of the North West, 1915. Those were the Days, 1933. Twentieth Century Impressions, 1901. Nor' West of West, 1908.

History of the Whalers on the South Coast of New Holland from 1800 – 1888, The by Rod Dickson
ISBN 0-85905-394-6 (2012, 2nd, corrected edition), stiff double edged cover, A4, cleat sewn, 640pp, 1.7kg, $120.00*
This volume traces the history of over 700 individual ships and their voyages from American, French, British and Colonial ports to the southern shores and offshore waters of today's Western Australia from Cape Leeuwin to the Head of the Great Australian Bight.

HMS Guardian and the Island of Ice. The lost ship of the First Fleet and Lieutenant Edward Riou.1789 - 1790. Compiled and annotated by Rod Dickson.
Is the near forgotten story of the GUARDIAN, her Heroic Commander and his Crew. It is one of the great stories of survival at sea and the importance of leadership.

HMS Sulphur 1829-1832 by E.S. & C.G.S. Whiteley
ISBN 978-0-85905-020-3, (New, 2010), A4, 101pp, 300g., $30.00*
The Sulphur was considered by Dr Cyril Bryan as "the pioneer vessel of the Swan River Settlement."

Hoovers Millions and how he made them by James O'Brien
ISBN 0 85905 340 7, (2005 reprint of 1932 edition), Soft Cover, 516pp, 800grams $66.00* Direct sale only
Herbert Hoover, President of the United States of America, 1928-1932, worked for Bewick, Moreing and Co. on the Sons of Gwalia mine at Leonora, Western Australia, in 1897 and 1898

Horse Trams of the old West. Peter J. Bridge.
Horse trams were a feature of the old north coastal towns, taking passengers and cargo from the jetties to the townships.

Horses Horses Horses edited by Flora Stuart Lee
ISBN 0 85905 125 0, (1989 New), Soft Cover, 79pp, illustrated, 130grams, $10.00
A celebration of the part played by horses in the development of Australian life in the days before tractors, cars and trucks.

How to Cook Wheat by Mary Farrelly
ISBN 0 85905 385 7, (2006 reprint), soft cover, A4, 42pp, 150 grams, $10*
A depression cookbook with many great old ads.

I see something better soon. How a remote community was transformed through empowerment by Jim Heslop
ISBN 978-0-85905-638-0, (New 2016), A4, 312 pages, illustrated, softcover, 840 grams, $60.00*+
This is a book that I really did not want to write because I had hoped that the journey of community-school transformation and empowerment that was commenced in 1991 in Warakurna would have gone much further and it would have dwarfed the tentative steps that were made at that time.
Unfortunately, it may be argued that the empowerment of Aboriginal people over their school Warakurna or anywhere in the Ngaanyatjarra Lands of Western Australia has probably gone backwards. I have therefore written this book as an historic reminder to readers of what can be achieved by people who have a mind to work cooperatively and in humility towards achieving community aspirations.

In Australian Tropics by Alfred Searcy. Foreword by Dr. C.C. McKnight
Searcy led an adventurous life as a customs officer in the Northern Territory in the 1880s. Experiences of the North, buffalo and crocodile hunting, the natives, Chinese, history of the early settlements, and more.
In Savage Australia by Knut Dahl
Knut Dahl led expeditions into the NT and Kimberley in 1894-96. In Savage Australia was first published in English in 1926 but is not well known despite his interesting biological work and pertinent comments on the social habits of all races.
Dahl was a biologist with a wide knowledge and interest. Ian Abbot has written the Foreword and an appendix on the fauna described by Dahl. This is the latest volume in the Western Australian Explorers' Diaries Project and an essential reference for anyone interested in northern Australia.

In the Hands of Providence – The desert journeys of David Carnegie by Bill Peasley.
ISBN 978-0-85905-530-7, (2012, New), Soft Cover, A4, 224pp, illustrated, 600grams, $45.00*
This is the uncut authors ms.

In the Wake of HMAS Sydney II by Bryan Clark
ISBN 978-0-85905-495-3, (2010 new), A4, 265pp, 740 grams. $50.00*
Researched over a 15-year period by the former editor of The Gascoyne Telegraph and The Northern Times newspapers, Bryan Clark, this newly-released book is the only record of many of the now-deceased German survivors of the World War 11 raider, HSK Kormoran, which sunk the famous Australian cruiser, HMAS Sydney 11, off the West Australian coast on November 19, 1941, resulting in the deaths of 645 Australian naval personnel.

Incident at Afghan Rocks, The edited by P.J. Bridge, J. Crocker, S. Gullefer, I. Murray and G. Dreezens
The details of the shooting of two Afghans by R.B. Knowles in 1894 near Balladonia, for defiling a waterhole, are brought together for the first time. The incident is now part of Australian folklore.

Incredible Klemm, The by Pat Studdy Clift
This is the story of the remarkable Klemm Swallow aircraft built by Hans Klemm in Munich in 1934 and sent to New Guinea as a mission plane. It is now the oldest surviving mission plane from a lost past in the jungles of New Guinea.

Indian Ocean Whalers on the West Coast of New Holland by Rod Dickson
ISBN 978-0-85905-597-0, (New, 2015), A4, 22 pp, 95grams, $22.00*
This is a companion volume to the immense, The history of the Whalers on the South Coast of New Holland from 1800 – 1888, by Rod Dickson. Hesperian Press, 2007. The West Coast book lists the whalers alphabetically, with master, tonnage and rig, home port, date sailed and to which whaling ground. While not detailed to the extent of the South Coast volume, the gems of information on WA costal activities are of great interest.

Ingenious Inventor - Frank Mather and his Electweld Steel Co. at Kellerberrin by Phil Bianchi and Ray Mather
ISBN 0 85905 404 7, (2007), A4, 40pp, illust, 140grams, $22.00*
Frank Mather was an inventor and engineer whose work was renowned in the WA wheatbelt. This book details his work on gas producers, farming implements, and refurbishing and recycling the Eastern Goldfields water pipeline.

This is a rare account of early post-war Japan from the cutting edge of day-to-day work in the Allied occupation, by an Australian soldier trained in the Japanese language for occupation work. It provides a wealth of insights into the lives both of the soldiers in the British Commonwealth Occupation Force and of the Japanese from whom they lived and worked.

Into The West edited by Chris Holyday
ISBN 0 85905 363 6, (2005 New), Soft Cover, A4, 158pp, illustrated, 440grams, $25.00*
The Western Australian goldrushes of the 1890's witnessed the first major encounter between Australians West and East. Henry Lawson led the charge of writers who came West. This book showcases those writers and some of their works in what was a little known period of great literary activity which would prove significant for both Western Australia and Australia

Iron in the Fire by Edgar Morrow
1896-1953, was born in Lancashire, England. At the start of World War I he enlisted in the 28th Battalion, attaining the rank of Corporal and served in Gallipoli and France, where he twice wounded. His book is one of the few from Australian authors of their experiences during the War and is considered among the best from an Australian writing of that great conflict.

Itchy Feet. The life and travels of 'Happy Bob' by Bob Johnson.
Bob spent most of his working life in the North, Wodgina Ta mine, on shearing teams, Big Bell, Moola Bulla Station, Bedford Downs, etc. Much info and anecdotes on the people and places. Many photos.

I've had a good life – Phil's Story by George Phillip Aitchison
ISBN 978-0-85905-377-8, (2006 R, 2010), A4, 58pp, 185g. $22.00*
Phil Aitchison's life story has the potential to appeal to the broader community. Australians like to read about “battlers.” How he has overcome adversity and lived a fulfilling life is a fascinating story.

Jacky and Polly, & Jimmy by Peter J Bridge
The tale of Polly, drawn to the delights of civilisation and of the advantage of feminine wiles when devouring a damper. Also of Jacky who had to work for his. And ultimately, Jimmy, who paid the price for sticking his neck out in the wilds of the bush. A cautionary tale for the rest of the tribe. If you are a murderer who wants to remain free then make sure the colour of law matches yours.
ISBN 978-0-85905-726-4, (New, 2018), A4, 93pp, Illustrated, 270 grams, $30.00*
Jim Parry joined WAPET in 1952 and was involved in all their oil exploration, including Rough Range. Later he worked in Libya, returning to work on Barrow Island. A good read for all the old rock choppers.

John Dunn and the Wealth of Nations by Peter Bridge, Ian Murray, Maureen Causer.
ISBN 978-0-85905-061-6 (N, 2010), A4, 64pp, 210g, $22.00*
In 1894 John Dunn discovered the Wealth of Nations Gold Mine at Dunnsville, NE of Coolgardie.

John Morrell - Northam and Beyond by Michael J. Duggan
ISBN 978-0-85905-651-9, (new, 2016), A4, 534 pages, illustrated, indexed, French flap cover, 2.20 kg, $110.00*
The history of the Northam Morrell family from England to Western Australia.

Journal of Gerald De Courcy Lefroy, The edited and annotated by Bruce and Anne Buchanan
ISBN 978-0-85905-468-3, (2010), casebound, 361pp, 1kg, $80.00*
This is probably the most readable of all the extant colonial journals. It covers the 1840s and early 1850s, with an outline of De Courcy’s life to the 1870s.

Journal of the Brockman Droving Expedition of 1874-75 to the North of Western Australia, The edited by Nan Broad with Peter Bridge.
The story of one of the greatest early stock droves in Australia

ISBN 0 85905 184 6, (Facsimile 1993 reprint of 1902 edition), Soft Cover, 62pp, quarto, illustrated, map, 250grams, $30.00
The journal of the fateful expedition on which two men disappeared. Details of Larry Wells’ unsuccessful search for the men who later found dead from thirst.

Journal of the Elder Scientific Exploring Expedition 1891-1892. David Lindsay. Edited by Peter J. Bridge, Calliope Bridge and Celene Bridge (WAEDP series.)
ISBN 978-0-85905-658-8, (Reprint 1893 + New 2018), Casebound, section sewn, illustrated - b&w and colour, maps, indexed, 397 pages, 1.08 kg, $105.00*
With appendices on the plants by Alex George and animals by Ian Abbott, reported by the expedition. Also the full Anthropology report by Richard Helms which has not been available for over a century, which contains 6 colour plates and many b&w photos. Biographies of all the men.
This is a very small run which will ensure future scarcity.

Journals of Australian Exploration 1846-1861 by A.C. and F.T. Gregory
ISBN 0 85905 258 3, (2002 reprint of 1884 edition with 20% larger text), Soft Cover, Illustrated, 340grams, $35.00
Journals of nine expeditions from 1846 to 1861.

Maps to Accompany “Journals of Australian Exploration 1846-1861” by A.C. and F.T. Gregory
$22.00 for set of four
Maps not previously published and that have not previously been available to readers. Please note that while these maps are not identical with those listed in 2002 edition, they appear to be all those published by Gregorys.

Judec – Judging the Fields by Fred Casey, edited by Peter Bridge with Celene Bridge.
ISBN 0 85905 421 7, (2007 New), Soft cover, A4, 37pp, saddle, 150 grams, $22.00*
Fred was the surveyor of the Kalgoorlie Council and a prospector who died on the dumps, chasing the wily weight. He was the first historian of early Kalgoorlie

Kimberley Days and Yesterdays. 45 years in the Great Nor-West of Western Australia by Charles Edward Flinders
ISBN 978-0-85905-064-5, (New, 2016), A4, well illustrated, indexed, 122 pages, 355 grams, $30.00*
Charles Flinders was a co-lateral descendant of Matthew Flinders. His time in the Kimberley-North West during their Roaring Days are told in his memoirs. People, incidents and tales of the characters that built the nation are a joy to read.

Kimberley Scenes edited by C. Clement & P.J. Bridge
A magnificent collection of reminiscences of the early days of Kimberley: the gold rush, droving and police work in the Northern territory with 100 illustrations of the period.

Kimberley Squadron - Norforce - The First Twenty Years by Major Trevor Tough RFD (Retd)
Formerly Troop Commander and later OPSO Kimberley Squadron
From the Foreword by Major General (Retd) The Honourable Michael Jeffery, AC, AO(Mil), CVO, MC:
“Major Trevor Tough, himself a long time member of the Squadron, has written an informed, detailed and at times passionate account of the Squadron and its people spanning the first 20 years of its establishment in 1981. Characters abound as the author takes us informatively and interestingly through the myriad of specialised skills required of a NORFORCE soldier.
And so the book proceeds on a journey describing Trevor’s interesting and often hilarious 20 years’ service; his anecdotes enlivened with very good and quite unique photographs of men, equipment and an uncompromising hinterland that can only be mastered by true bushmen soldiers.

Kimberley was God’s by Harold S. Godbehear
Harold Godbehear was one of the great characters of the Kimberley and known by all of those in the Kimberley between the 1920s and 1950s.
Kinda Warm, Ain’t It Missus? by Kath Zuegg
Kath and Harry Zuegg were mining at the Shenandoah out of Gullewa when they decided to try their luck at Bamboo Creek. Perhaps Kath Zuegg’s own words best describe what this book is all about... “The ‘hard as hell’ rock in the Doone beat us in the end. It was not profitable to mine with the machinery and tools available to us ... my aim is to share with you my memories of the wonderful people; the happenings -some bright, some sad, - that took place up north during the eighteen months my husband, Harry, and I spent there.” A memoir of bush life in the Depression of the 1930s.

Kingdom of Shylock, The (Revised) by Frank Anstey MP.
First published in 1917, when it was repressed. This is a reprint of the second edition. Frank Anstey (1865-1940) was a leader of the Labor Party, a committed socialist, supporter of public finance and the Commonwealth Bank, and viewed WWI as “a war of rival capitalists”

Knights of the Boomerang by Herbert Basedow
Episodes from a life spent among the native tribes of Australia. Set mainly in the Northern Territory. Dr. Basedow was Chief Medical Officer and Protector of Aborigines in the Northern Territory, and later Special Aborigines Commissioner.

Kokoda and Gona - New Guinea 1942 by WX8340 L/Cpl W.F.Cousins 2/16 Bn
Frank Cousens’ graphic reminiscences of fighting in New Guinea, with a Foreword by Lt Bill Grayden, also of the 2/16.

Kokoda Lieutenant by William Leonard Grayden
Lt Bill Grayden, under Brig. Arnold Potts, led his men in the bitter fighting of Kokoda in 1942. This book, possibly the only one written by one of those who fought, rather than by a distant armchair observer.

Kokatao in Western Australia. Pseudobitumen by Peter J. Bridge
When Kokatao lifted off, WA rang like a bell and many strange seismic activities were recorded. Pseudobitumen from desert caves has intrigued investigators for over 150 years

Lady Bushranger by Pat Studdy-Clift
ISBN 0 85905 223 0, (1996 New), Soft Cover, 240pp, illustrated, 340grams, $30.00
The story of Elizabeth Hickman ‘Wild Australian’ circus performer, who became the ‘Lady Bushranger’ in the Blue Mountains, clashing with police until her eventual imprisonment and death in 1936.

Lakewood Woodline, 1937 – 1964, The by Phil Bianchi and Ray Tovey.
ISBN 0 85905 422 5, (2007 New), A4, Soft Cover, 220pp, Illustrated, 610 grams, $40.00*
Combined documents, photographs, and reminiscences of those who lived on the Lakewood line. Of great goldfields interest.

Land of Gold, The by Julius M. Price
This edition has been re-set and proofed.
Julius M. Price, special artist and correspondent for the Illustrated London News, journeyed through Western Australia in 1895, writing of and sketching the scenes of bush life and goldmining in the Eastern and Murchison goldfields.

Landlords of the Iron Shore by John Slade Durlacher, with an Introduction by Dr Peter Gifford
ISBN 978-0-85905-539-0, (New 2013), 106pp, illustrated, 275g, $25.00
J. S. Durlacher was a Pilbara pastoralist with a great interest in native customs. In 1900 he wrote his reminiscences of these, together with a unique series of sketches. Lost for a century his fascinating descriptions are now available courtesy of the Roebourne Shire and Rio Tinto Iron Ore

Laporte: A history of the Australind titanium dioxide project by Peter O’Shaughnessy
In 1964 one of the most important industrial projects in the history of Bunbury and indeed the South West of Western Australia, opened its gates, amid a storm of controversy.

Lasting the Distance - Memoirs of John Gilmour - World Champion Runner by P.D. Collier
ISBN 978-0-85905-494-2, (new 2010), illust, 179pp, 305g, $30.00
Written as a permanent record of the remarkably long and distinguished athletic career of John Gilmour, one of Australia’s greatest runners. It documents his life from the humble beginnings of a primitive existence in a group settlement in the South-West of Western Australia, to his days as a youngster finding his feet on the local athletic scene, through to the hardships and near blindness he suffered as a prisoner of war.

Last Outposts, The. From Port of Pearls to Desert Sands. A Flying Doctor in North Western Australia by William Peasley
In 1956 Bill Peasley set off overland to WA with his family, a beloved jaguar, and a medical degree. He started practice in Derby and there commenced an affair with the bush which is still going strong. This book covers his time in the NW and Kimberley, the people and places, incidents both clinical and recreational and is a welcome read for all old hands of the North.

Law Provides, The by E. Morrow
Morrow recounts his Police patrols through the North West Kimberley and the Murchison after World War I, chasing cattle spearers, killers and tracking lost men. A view of the North recorded by few others.
List of Nuggets found in Victoria

ISBN 0 85905 229-0, (2011), 13pp, 40g, $8.00
Details the use of poison on and by Aboriginals in Western Australia

Leaves from a Prospectors Diary by J.E. Tregurtha
Reminiscences of prospecting in Western Australia from the 1890s to the 1930s. With Billy Frost, Tregurtha opened up many areas. He recounts his desert expeditions and his time in the Klondyke and New Guinea.

Legal Executions in Western Australia by Brian Purdue
ISBN 1 875778 00 4 Foundation Press, (1993 New), Soft Cover, 85pp, illustrated, 125grams, $22.00
Details of all executions and also those sentenced to death and reprieved.

Legend of the Kimberley – Lawson Holman – Flying Doctor - compiled by Janet Holman
Updated and reprinted
Dr Lawson Holman lived in Derby from 1956 until the end of 1970. He related many entertaining stories and interesting incidents which provide intriguing glimpses of characters and life in the Kimberley in those days. These forming the bulk of the book, are woven into the story of his life. It’s a yarn with all the necessary human-interest ingredients – adventure, drama, pathos and tragedy – but, most importantly, it’s a collection of wonderful down-to-earth Australian humour which provides a succession of belly-laughs. Reviewer.

Letters from Nigeria by David Carnegie.
ISBN 0 85905 086 6, (1902, 1992, 2008), A4, 114 pp, Soft Cover, 320 grams, $25.00*
Leaving WA after his great expedition, Carnegie went to Nigeria where he was killed by a poisoned arrow while quelling a native rebellion. These are his letters arranged by his sister. Only 100 copies were made of the original edition.

Liberty Call by Ian Johnson
ISBN 0 85905 289 3, (2003 New), Soft Cover, 364pp heavily illustrated, 625grams, $45.00*

Henry William St Pierre Bunbury, after whom the City of Bunbury in Western Australia is named, was a professional soldier, the son and nephew of distinguished professional soldiers. He was just 21 years old when he sailed for the Australian colonies in charge of the military guard on the convict transport.

Life and Adventure in Northern Australia by Thomas Traine
Tom Traine was one of the overlanders from Queensland to the West in the 1880s. His story covers the opening of the Barkley Tablelands, Black Jack Reid, the Ragged Thirteen, aboriginal encounters, running pubs and stations and the first development of Port Hedland.

List of Cancelled Gold Mining Leases which have produced Gold (1954)
Black Jack Reid, the Ragged Thirteen, aboriginal encounters, running pubs and stations and the first development of Port Hedland.

List of Cancelled Gold Mining Leases which have produced Gold (1954)
ISBN 0 85905 058 0, (1954, R2008), A4, 125grams, $50.00*
This important list of mining leases, set out by goldfield and district, lists the active years, the tonnage of ore, and the gold produced. It is an essential volume for any prospector in WA. See also our Alphabetical Index of this.

List of Nuggets found in Victoria by E.J. Dunn
ISBN 0 85905 013 0, (1979 reprint of 1912 edition with new material), Soft Cover, 68pp, illustrated, foolscape, 280grams, $35.00*
A compilation of data on 1360 nuggets each weighing over 20 ozs.

Little Boy Lost - Northampton in 1865 by Peter J Bridge
ISBN 978-0-85905-490-4, (2010, New), 24pp, illust, SC, B5, 50g, $10.00*
There is little more heart-breaking for parents than to lose a child, especially one of tender years, in whom love and dreams for the future were the warp and weft of a precious tapestry. Index can be downloaded from website.

Little Wonder gold mine, The by Peter J Bridge
The spectacular gold output of this now forgotten show created legends in the 1890s. The ore was carted hundreds of miles by packhorse for treatment. Most of the owners drank themselves to death.

Londonderry - The Golden Hole by A. Sprake
The full story of the 1890s’ share fiasco that shattered London and Western Australia.

Lone Hand, The: Charles Ross and the mountain bandits by Peter J Bridge
ISBN 978-0-85905-486-7, 2010 New, A5, 16pp, 40g, $10.00*
Charles Ross was of that great Australian breed, the Overlanders. Arriving on the Ashburton in the early 1890s from the Kimberley and further east, he was a successful prospector.
Longest Fence in the World, The
Frank Broomhall, after serving in Ireland, Mesopotamia, Persia, and India, joined the Rabbit Department in 1926 and spent 14 months as a boundary rider on the Rabbit Proof Fence. After farming and government work he completed a BA on retirement. He had several history books published.
This is the history of the Rabbit Proof Fence and the story of the men who made it and rode it. One of the great stories of the bush in WA.

Loreto
by J. Stephenson
History of the Loreto School in Perth. Well illustrated. A must for Loreto "old girls".

Lucky Ross
by W.H. Ross
ISBN 0 85905 203 6, (1994 New), Soft Cover, 288pp, illustrated, 360grams, $30.00
John Ross served on the HMAS Sydney and HMAS Canberra. This unique account will become a naval classic.

Ludovic de Beauvoir's visit to Australia translated and edited by John Melville Jones with Nicola Cousen, Steve Mullins, Stefan Petrov and Marie & John Ramsland.
This publication presents a revised English translation of the first volume (Australie) of an account of a voyage around the world undertaken in 1866 by two young French aristocrats. In Australia they visited Melbourne, Ballarat and Bendigo, and outside Melbourne experienced the life of a squatter at that time. They also visited Hobart, Sydney, Newcastle and Brisbane before sailing north towards South East Asia.

Lure of the North
by F. W. Gunning
ISBN 0 85905 396 2, (2007, reprint), Hard Cover, dj, 272pp, illustrated, 720 grams, $75.00*
Lure of the North is the story of George Gooch and the opening up of the Gascoyne.
Long out of print and reaching $600 plus as a rare book, it has been reprinted courtesy of the Gunning and Gooch families. This new facsimile, limited edition, is case bound with a dust jacket

Macedonians in Australia, The
by Peter Hill
ISBN 0 85905 142 0, (1989 New), Soft Cover, 150pp, illustrated, 220grams, $22.00
A study of a migrant group whose name rings through history. A sympathetic, interesting and very readable account.

Magic Snake, The
by Billy Miller Linklater
ISBN 978-0-85905-371-6, (1946 R 2013), 96pp, illustrated, 205g, $26.00*
Billy was the author of Gather No Moss, a NT classic. He wrote of the Territory when it was young. These are his collected legends of the Warramunga tribe among whom he lived and worked for many years. A forgotten classic of the North.

Magnificent Miner - Claude De Bernales, The
by Hal Colebatch
ISBN 0 85905 200 1, (1996 New), Soft Cover, 340pp, illustrated, 450grams, $35.00
De Bernales was controversial but in Western Australia his mining activities helped keep the State afloat. His origins, rise, fall and legacy.

Maguire Mystery, The
by WC Charnley
ISBN 978-0-85905-008-1, (2010, R), 22pp, illust, SC, B5, 50g, $10.00*
A stirring story of Northern Australia. Seeking mother-o'-pearl shell and a rich tin deposit, three adventurous young men set out in a small ketch for the lonely Kimberley coast.
They had been warned as to the treachery of the wild blacks, and took every precaution against attack. Nevertheless, disaster overtook them. Their lugger was found sailing herself, with blood upon her deck, but despite all the efforts of the police, the exact fate of the luckless trio remains in doubt.

Major the Outlaw
by WC Charnley
ISBN 978-0-85905-003-6, (2010, R), 23pp, illust, SC, B5, 50g, $10.00*
“Major” was a fine type of Australian black-fellow, and might have lived and died as a useful member of society but for the deep-laid vengeance of “a woman scorned.” Plotting with Machiavellian cunning, she first induced him to commit murder and then helped the police to hunt him down.
Finally, when a bullet had put an end to his ill-starred career, she proceeded, like a dutiful wife, to mourn his loss!

by Andrew Gill.
In 1895, J M Drew, editor of the Geraldton Express was sued for libel by the local medical officer. While the libel trial was in progress, Drew committed a contempt of court and was gaoled for two weeks in the Perth Waterside Lockup. On his return to Geraldton he published his so-called Jail Journal, a record of conversations with the other inmates of the Lockup including two drunks drying out and the colonial hangman. He recorded their memories of the convict era of Western Australia. He took the opportunity to portray himself as a heroic victim of injustice, a principled journalist and a fearless defender of democracy.

Man from Arltunga
by R.G. Kimber
The biography of Walter Smith (1893-1990), drover, prospector, dogger and bushman, one of the identities of the Northern Territory.

Managing a Million Square Miles
by Ron Hutchinson
With a history spanning 187 years, the authority now called Landgate, has seen momentous changes. From the days of survey expeditions, to world-leading innovations in online mapping and the delivery of land information, Ron Hutchinson has given us a fascinating and insightful history of Western Australia’s first government department.
Manufacturing Factories, 1900 – Above and Beyond. Perth and Suburbs by Loraine Coates
ISBN 978-0-85905-615-1, (New, 2015), illustrated, 227 pages, 160 x 240, 600 grams, $40.00* Details of the hundreds of factories that produced almost all our industrial needs and employed thousands of West Australians. An essential reference to see what we once were. Now destroyed by so called ‘free trade’, globalisation, and glorified shopkeepers who trade in international cast offs. Soon we will face the extreme penalties imposed on nations that delegate their livelihoods to alien sources. All so that a very few can export iron and essential minerals while enriching themselves on the blood of the nation and literally enslaving a once independent and educated workforce. You know which fat rats to boil when tshft.

Massacre! Peter J Bridge.
The brutal shootings and bludgeoning to death of many Aboriginal men, women and children at Laverton in 1910 shocked the nation. It was the culmination of a series of attacks and murders but the trial resulted in the acquittal of the perpetrators.

Mates and Gold by N.K. Sligo
The greatest of the Western Australian 1890’s gold rush reminiscences and the most popular among prospectors and those with an interest in how it was.

May They Rest in Peace by Jane Hall
The old Fremantle Women’s Asylum has a colourful history and the stones tell their story but inside the spectral wraiths of the poor demented are still active. Jane Hall has collected the history and the stories of this strange and haunted place. Appropriately it is now an Arts Centre.

McLennans Way: Bush Ballads of Lex McLennan edited by Jean Green and James Fitzgerald
ISBN 0 85905 201 X, (1994 New), Soft Cover, 82pp, 125grams, $22.00
The poetry of one of Australia’s best balladists.

Meekatharra - End of the Earth by P.R. Heydon
The history of Meekatharra, its people, mines, stations, bushmen, drovers, prospectors, townspeople and more.

Megisti in the Antipodes by John Yannakis
A study of the Castellorizian Greeks in Western Australia.

Memoirs of a Spanish Missionary Monk by Seraphim Sanz de Galdeano OSB MBE OAM CSM
ISBN 0 85905 386 5, (2006 New), Soft Cover, 260pp, illust, 350g, $35.00
Seraphim Sanz de Galdeano was born in Spain in 1913, the eighth of ten children. At eleven years of age he heard Dom Anselm Catalan of New Norcia, Western Australia speak of the need for missionaries to work with the Australian Aborigines in far flung areas of Australia. From that time, young Seraphim decided to dedicate his life to this mission.

ISBN 978-0-85905-703-5, (2018), A4, 220pp, illustrated, 600 grams, $45.00*
Ted’s early bush life led to his being one of the major promoters of tourism in the North and the Goldfields, long before the current slick marketing campaigns have made their millions. An important bio of a genuine Western Australian.

Memories of the Best Generation or My First 85 Years by Jack Matthews.
ISBN 978-0-85905-556-7, (New, 2013), illustrated, 40pp, 140grams, $22.00* From early childhood in country South Aus, 1930s depression years to independence on a NSW cattle station at 13 years; back to South Aus and up the Birdsville Track mustering cattle on the Queensland stations. Drowning from the Kimberley, through the Territory and down to South East Queensland. Working with natives; some good some bad. The misadventures of Sandy MacIndoe and his death (with my .38cal. revolver). The man with the wheelbarrow who survived the Kimberley but perished between two creeks in the Territory. Dad wounded twice in France; two brothers in World War II, my turn in Korea with 1 & 2 RAR and the battle of the Hook. Sandplain farming in WA, contract fencing on the Nullarbor, trucking up north and my 30 years with Elisabeth.

In later years citizen of the year Victoria Park 1998 and life member of the RSL. Walking the Bibbulmun Track and the Kokoda Trail and taking part in 2001 in the 10th Light Horse re-enactment ride to Albany.

Metamorphosis of a Race - Kuini and Kulári Tribes of Kalúmburu Mission by Seraphim Sanz de Galdeano OSB MBE OAM CSM and Dolores Djinmora
ISBN O 85905 376 8,(2006 New), Soft Cover, 152pp, illustrated, 260grams, $30.00
The observations and life of Father Seraphim Sanz, a Benedictine monk, at Kalumburu, an isolated Aboriginal Mission in Australia’s Far North West. and the of Aboriginal elder, Dolores Djinmora who worked along side Father Sanz in his Christian endeavours.

Military Establishment and Penal Settlement at King George Sound, 1826-1831, The
by John Sweetman
ISBN 0 85905 022 X, (1989 New), Soft Cover, 24pp, 40grams, $10.00*
A detailed list of the personnel, military and convicts, who first settled Albany.

Military Establishment in Western Australia, 1822-1863, The by E.S. and C.G.S. Whiteley. Edited by Keith Bostock and with a Supplement by Pamela Statham.
ISBN 978-0-85905-403-4, (New, 2010), A4, 113pp, 335g., $30.00*
The Military Establishment includes a general survey of the early military establishment, details of the military posts, an extensive biographical index and statistical data on each regiment.

Millendon Memoir, The
George Fletcher Moore’s Western Australian Diaries and Letters, 1830-1841 edited with an Introduction by JMR Cameron.
ISBN 0 85905 388 1, (2006 New), Hard Cover, 536pp, illustrated, 1020g, $80.00*
This is probably the most important colonial work to be published in WA. There are no other diary or letter sequences of such content from such a central figure in the early colony.
Mineral and Locality Index to the Publications of the W.A. Government Chemical Laboratories 1922-1970, by P.J. Bridge
(1971-72 New), Soft Cover, 122pp, 600grams, $50.00* (Direct from Publisher only)

Minerals of Western Australia by E.S. Simpson
ISBN 0 85905 053 X, (1984 reprint of 1948-52 editions with new material), Hard Cover, illustrated, 2054pp, 3.5kg, $300.00*
This magnificent three-volume work of over 2,000 pages is the basic reference work on Western Australian minerals and many fortunes have been made by careful study of its contents. Includes Locality – Mineral Index by P.J. Bridge.

Miracle of Fairbridge by Joan Halls
The story of Fairbridge Farm School and biographies of some of its people.

Misfortunes of Phoebe, The by Rica Erickson
ISBN 0 85905 238 9, (1997 New), Soft Cover, 180pp, illustrated, 220grams, $22.00
The author’s great grandmother in the Victorian gold rush and the story of her descendants.

Moondyne Joe — the man & the myth by Ian Elliot
Joseph Bolitho Johns—convict and escapee, bushranger, legend in Western Australia and now a folk hero.

Moondyne Joe poster
The unique photo of Moondyne Joe in kangaroo skin booka, as it appears on the cover of the book, has been produced as a poster, 59.5 x 84 cm. These have a RRP of $6.50. Postage is a problem as they must be rolled in a tube. POA.

More Lonely Graves by Yvonne and Kevin Coate
ISBN 0 85905 276 1, (wrongly published 275), (2000 New), Hard Cover, 542pp, illustrated, 1080grams, $85.00*
New lists with death details. Essential for all bush historians.

Mother O’Neill - Widow of the Kimberley Goldfield by Yvonne Coate
Sarah O’Neill was a widow on the Kimberley Goldfield, in the 1880s, the same time as Russian Jack, the famous wheelbarrow man who became legendary throughout the goldfields of WA.

Mount Minnie Mystery, The & A Midnight Melee edited by Peter J Bridge with Gail Dreezens.
ISBN 978-0-85905-425-6, (2008 New), Soft Cover, 36 pages, A4, 125 grams, $22.00*
In late 1925 Moorish horse dealer, Alexander Hughes, and his aboriginal assistant, Sailor, disappeared from Mount Minnie Station near Onslow in the North West of Western Australia.
In 1920 a well-known Nor’ Wester, Charles Athelstone Park, was arrested for the murder of Big Bob, an aboriginal drover. The investigation covered territory from the Kimberley to the Upper Gascoyne.

Mountain View Gold - Day Dawn & The Italians who made it Happen by Alex Palmer
A new day dawned for Day Dawn WA, following a rich strike at Mountain View. A group of Italian prospectors at Day Dawn in the 1940s, down to their uppers, defying the advice of experts, persevered for four years before they finally struck it rich.

Moving Mountains - The Evolution of Port Hedland Harbour by Murray Shaw
Port Hedland is the biggest tonnage port in Australia. This is its story!

“Mum’s Grey Hair” by Rod Dickson
Rod Dickson’s idiosyncratic memoirs cover his early childhood in the northern suburbs of Melbourne, his years at Tyler St. Primary and Reservoir and Northcote High Schools and after leaving the hallowed halls of learning pursued a 51 year career at sea. On all types of vessels ranging from a crayfishing boat to tugs, oil rig tenders, cargo ships, tankers to finally a 128,000 ton L.N.G. Tanker from which he retired. The title of this autobiography comes from his mother’s favourite saying - “Rodney you gave me all my Grey Hairs.”

Mungilli : Poor Little Fella by Maureen Herbert.
ISBN 978-0-85905-588-8, (2014, new), Softcover, A4, well illustrated - some colour, 111pp, 325g, $30.00*
Maureen and Trevor Herbert, on a desert expedition with Dr Bill Peasley, found a half starved desert dingo and he adopted them. This is the story of their times together, enlightened by the correspondence of Mungilli and Dr Bill. A good read for those interested in desert travel, wildlife, and people.

Murchison in 1887, The by William Fear Forster & Frank Wittenoom.
The newly created stations in the Upper Murchison became a byword for enterprise and have remained important pastoral properties to the present. A visit by a group of government officials and business people recorded much that was otherwise lost.

Murchison Revisited, The by FCB Vosper
ISBN 978-0-85905-746-2, (R 2019), A4, 78 pages, indexed, 210 grams, $30.00*
The mining journalist and politician wrote of the changes to the Murchison and it mines in 1895, several years after his first experiences there. Interesting comment on the people, mines and institutions of the wider Murchison goldfield.

Murder at Maylands : Executed under an alias, W.C. Chamley & Peter J. Bridge.
For 90 years the true identity and fate of a murderer has been hidden.
Mrder on the Rabbit Proof Fence - The strange story of Snowy Rowles and Arthur Upfield by Terry Walker
ISBN 0 85905 189 7, (1993 New), Soft Cover 152pp, illustrated, 210grams, $25.00
Snowy Rowles was hanged on circumstantial evidence for the murders on the lonely Rabbit Proof Fence.

Music Across the Waves – Pauline O’Connor, A West Australian Pianist by H.P. Belviso
Available only direct from the author. ubelviso@yahoo.com Postage $7.00.

My Fourth Tour in W.A by A. F. Calvert
ISBN 0 85905 033 5, (1989 reprint of 1897 edition), Hard Cover, 400pp, illustrated, quarto, 1.6kg, $95.00*
One of the most magnificent books on the Western Australian goldfields and the bush. Hundreds of photographs and sketches of people and places.

My Life Story by F.W. Bow
Fred Bow was an 1890s prospector who built the Kununalling pub, farmed at Coolgardie, and a pioneer of Esperance.

My Natives and I by Daisy Bates edited by Peter J. Bridge with an introduction by Bob Reece
There is in the life of Daisy Bates something of the spirit of service that moved Florence Nightingale, and something of the spirit of sacrifice that filled the heart of Father Damien. She would not put it so, for she has loved her life and made a joy of her labour but it is right that tribute should be paid. She went out to her Aborigines in the first years of this century.

Mystery of the Mayanup Poltergeist, The by Helen Hack
ISBN 0 85905 268 0, (2000 New), Soft Cover, 92pp illustrated, 150grams, $22.00
An examination of a series of mysterious incidents (poltergeists, telekinesis) that occurred in the South West of Western Australia and intrigued the nation.

1942. Escape from the Rising Sun by Allen Metherell
ISBN 978-0-85905-581-9, (2014, new), Softcover, well illustrated, 206pp, 575 g, $45.00*
Fleeing the Japanese onslaught from Singapore the Metherell family landed in Darwin and boarded an MMA Lockheed 10A Electra, RMA Gascoyne for Broome. The plane crashed in the Leopold ranges, 60 miles from Derby. This is the detailed story of the planes discovery, rescue of the survivors and the repair and the final flight to safety. The unique collection of photographs greatly enhances the book.

90 NOT OUT by Ean McDonald
Living in the nineteen twenties – Car crossing the continent in 1932 – Surmounting Depression woes – Surprising gold discovery – Adventurous youth, Sailing, Student, Prospector, Architect, Councillor, Actor, Artist, Dancer, Writer, Humorist, Dilettante, Traveller, Navigator, Master Mariner, Political observer, Business man, Bankrupt, unflappable, Survivor, Inventor, Community man, Lecturer, Speaker. Is this one man?

Nannine by the Lake by P.R. Heydon
ISBN 0 85905 137 4, (1990 New), Soft Cover, 260pp, illustrated, 350grams, $30.00
The first township on the Murchison Goldfields. The finding of gold, controversy surrounding its discoverers and the life of the people and characters of the town.

Nannup, A Place To Stop And Rest by Len Talbot
ISBN 0 85905 316 4(2003 New), Soft Cover, A4, 201pp, illustrated, 570grams, $40.00*
The history of Nannup and its people. A new edition of this sought after history which had quickly sold out. Details on web site.

Narrative of an Expedition of Exploration in North-Western Australia by Herbert Basedow with an introduction by David Kaus.
ISBN 978-0-85905-453-9, (2009 R+N 1918), 259pp, illust., Hard Cover, dj, 635g, $80.00*
In 1916 scientist and explorer, Dr HerbertBasedow, was requested by the Government to examine a remote Kimberley prospect for the strategic tungsten mineral, scheelite.

Neergabby by Bill de Burgh
The history of Gingin, the area surrounding and its people. Available direct from Gingin Shire

ISBN 978-0-85905-561-1, (2014), Soft cover, A4, indexed, 136pp, 390g, $30.00*
Contains 69 real stories of the gold rushes. The finish of Billy Frost, Never trust a nigger, Is there gold in the desert?, Sam Hazlett’s spearpoint, The lost Yellowstone field, and, New gold on an old find.

Nitrate Nomads by Daryl Binning
ISBN 13:978-0-6482274-0-3, (New, 2019), 160x240mm, heavily illustrated B&W, 39 colour plates, French flaps, 380pp, 1.2kg, $60.00*
The exciting years of Allan Jones circuit pictures and other south-west showmen. An entertaining and highly interesting history of the early picture show business.

Incidents, biographies, film stills, will bring back memories of those who attended the bush shows in the south west halls. This will become a classic for film historians.
Available directly from the author, Daryl Binning, 20 Norton Ridge, Winthrop, WA 6150 Phone (61)/(08) 9310 3377
Email: nitratrenomads@outlook.com
No Regrets - A Bicycle Dreaming from Belgium to Broome by Antoine Bloeman
Antoine Bloeman exploded on the wider public in 1997, when, as a magistrate in the North, he introduced innovative forms of solving social problems among Aboriginal offenders. Asking a young recidivist what he really wanted elucidated the illuminating answer of, ‘a bike.’ The promise of a bike for three months abstinence from court appearances changed the life of both parties.

No Winners: The British Seamen’s Strike of 1925 by Peter Gifford
ISBN 0 85905 355 5, (2005 New), Soft Cover, A4, 71pp, 210grams, $22.00*
This is a study of the world’s first transnational strike, by more than 10,000 British seamen in their home ports, along with South Africa and Australasia.

Nor’Westers of the Pilbara Breed by Jenny Hardie
ISBN 0 85905 296 6, (2001 reprint of 1988 edition), Soft Cover, 416pp, ~1kg, $55.00*
An illustrated history of the North West of Western Australia. A reprint of a pioneering classic.

Northern Patrol by R.A. Pilmer
Experiences of a mounted policeman in the Western Australian outback in the 1890s and early 1900s. Accounts of native murders, horse stealing, gold rushes, the outlaw Pidgeon, Canning Stock Route, Wiluna, Kimberley, and more.

Northmost Australia by R. Logan Jack
The classic history of Cape York Peninsula.

Nor’ West O’ West. Tales of Old Onslow. Herbert E. Riemann.
Short stories of Onslow and the Ashburton set in the early 1900s. Riemann was judged the best short story writer in Australia in the 1950s. These are some of his best, set in the Old North of pearlers, prospectors, police and pastoralists.

Not Only Knowledge. The making of a College of Advanced Education in Western Australia. John Renner and Sybe Jongeling.
ISBN 978-0-85905-732-5, (New, 2018), 210x250mm, illustrated, 209pp, 510 grams, $50.00*

Northen Patrol by R.A. Pilmer
Experiences of a mounted policeman in the Western Australian outback in the 1890s and early 1900s. Accounts of native murders, horse stealing, gold rushes, the outlaw Pidgeon, Canning Stock Route, Wiluna, Kimberley, and more.

Nurses with Altitude by RFDS staff
Stories by the nurses and their colleagues at the Royal Flying Doctor Service in Western Australia. Compiled by Gaye Richardson in conjunction with the Flight Nurse Reunion Committee. Probably the best book on the RFDS, written by the staff from their own experiences.

Odyssey of a Digger,The by F.D. Burdett
Fred Burdett was one of the earliest diggers at the Kimberley goldrush of the 1880s. His reminiscences cover pastoral life in NSW and the men and incidents of the early Kimberley.

Okinawans Reaching Australia by John Lamb
ISBN 978-0-85905-747-9, (New, 2019), A4, 142 pp, heavily illustrated, indexed, 400 grams, $40.00*
This publication fills a large gap in research into aspects of the pearl-shell fishing industry and Japanese immigration to Australia in general. Through careful research, and with over 200 photographs, John provides a comprehensive record of all Okinawans known to have ever reached Australia up until the early 1960s. He fleshes out how and why Okinawans came to be chosen over mainland Japanese in the post-war period and challenges some of the misconceptions that have arisen around their role and performance.

Old Coach Roads to Cue and Beyond, The by Alex Palmer
ISBN 0 85905 183 8, (1993 New), Soft Cover, 103pp, illustrated, 175grams, $22.00
The story of the tracks to the Murchison Goldfields and the people who made and lived at the wayside coach stations.

Old North Road, The by W. de Burgh
Originally the only land route between Perth and Geraldton. This fascinating history covers drovers, bush postmen, mining, pioneers and much more.

Old Sixteenth, The by Cyril Longmore
ISBN 0 85905 409 8, (1929 reprint 2007), Hard Cover, 286 pp, illust, 695 grams, $85.00*
The unit history of the mainly West Australian 16th Battalion during WWI, with fold out plates and nominal list.
Old Time Memories and Adventures by Charles Edward Gaunt
Charlie Gaunt arrived in the Northern Territory in 1878 as a young teenager. His adventurous life there and in NQ is detailed with many bloody meetings with the tribesmen. Pearling, prospecting, soldiering, tall ships, dog musher, hobo, ranch manager, customs officer were some of the occupations of an adventurous life in the Boer War, Alaska, Nevada & USA generally, Mexico, China, Trinidad, British Guiana, Burma., etc. He died in Brisbane in 1938.

On Australia’s Rim ed by W.J. de Burgh
ISBN 0 85905 361 X, (2006 New), Soft Cover, A4, 142pp 400 grams, $30.00*
Jean Christopher de Lancourt, an enigmatic “French” traveller, raconteur, and soldier, wrote of his experiences while walking around Australia for a wager. Bill de Burgh has collected and annotated the articles commissioned by his uncle at The West Australian. Accused of being a bludger, rogue and spy, in language today reserved for erring historians, he eventually fell out with his companion in N Q. This resulted in some surprising revelations. It is still not known who he really was, or what was his eventual fate. De Lancourt is one of those many mystery characters of the bush. Included are his Arnhem Land Aboriginal legends.

On Gold! edited by P.J. Bridge
ISBN 0 85905 116 1, (1993 New), Soft Cover, 128pp, illustrated, 175grams, $22.00
A collection of prospectors’ and miners’ stories with magnificent photographs of mining life now long past.

On the Aborigines of Australia by Augustus Oldfield, with introduction by H. Henderson
Oldfield was a botanical collector with a great interest in Aboriginals. This 1864 work with an extensive introduction by H.H. is virtually unknown to anthropologists and is not known in most libraries. It describes the natives of the Port Gregory area at the mouth of the Murchison River in a detail that few others aspired to until the 1890s. Graphic descriptions of customs and incidents of life (and death).

One Life’s Journey by Edward Holthouse
Holthouse’s autobiography and the history of Muccan Station, in the Pilbara of Western Australia.

One Man’s Gold by H Cooper
978-0-85905-451-5, (1934), A4, 49pp Soft Cover, 165 grams, $22.00*.
Footloose in the years after WW1 Cooper sets out to find a gold mine of his own in the Eastern Goldfields. How he succeeded in the middle of the Great Depression.

Ontology of book burning, The. Burnt, shredded, pulped, censored, suppressed, stolen and destroyed books, documents and artefacts in Western Australia by Peter J Bridge
ISBN 978-0-85905-476-8, (2009), 17pp, A4, 90 grams, $10.00*
The subtitle says it all without the adjectives! Details of the criminal rorts by the ‘keepers’ of our records and heritage. A wave of these lowlifes has flooded our institutions and destroyed much of the records. Without knowledge of the past one cannot understand the present, or plan the future.
Dedicated to Prof Leslie R Marchant, 1924 – 2004. A doughty fighter for the integrity of historical archives.

Our Western Australian Home. Being Sketches of Scenery and Society in the Colony by George J. Webb, Esq., D.A.C.G. (edited and annotated by Geoff Blackburn, Steve Errington and Peter J. Bridge)
George Webb lived in Perth from April 1839 until January 1848, working in the commissariat building (where the Supreme Court now stands), and progressing from Assistant Clerk to D.A.C.G (Deputy Assistant Commissary General) by December 1845. He was a ‘young man about town’, organising Assembly balls and Foundation Day regattas, singing at St Patrick’s Day dinners and taking part in Perth’s first amateur theatricals.
To enlighten his family and friends back home about life at Swan River he wrote lengthy ‘sketches’ including descriptions of Perth and its lifestyle plus reports of visiting the Aboriginal prison on Rottnest Island, fighting a bushfire on Mount Eliza, visiting the caves at Yanchep, and sitting in at a session of the Legislative Council. He also included a description of seasonal changes at Lake Monger and a lengthy portrait of an Aboriginal youth called Warrup, his manservant.
The sketches were published in 1847, in monthly issues of the London newspaper the Swan River News, providing us with a snapshot of life in Perth around 1841-43.

Out and About with Tommy and Me by C. Fitzgerald Fraser
Fraser loved the bush. Leaving his farm he reported on the new places of the wheat belt to as far north as Geraldton and on the bush areas to the north of Southern Cross, in the years before and after WW1.

Outback Trail, The by Gus Luck
Luck was one of Western Australia’s most experienced bushmen when he passed on his bush skills to David Carnegie, who later wrote the classic Spinifex and Sand. Luck writes of his life and experiences in the bush, camels, natives, prospecting, people, and more, in a fascinating story of the 1880s to 1930s.

Overlanders – Crossing the Nullarbor, 1870s – 1970s, The by Peter J Bridge with Ian Murray
ISBN 978-0-85905-496-6, 2011, illust., indexed, A4, 313pp, 850grams, $55.00*
This collection contains all the pre WWII material on Nullarbor crossings that could be found. The emphasis is on those who travelled by boot, bicycle, camel, horse, wheelbarrow, covered wagon, and early cars and motorbikes.
It covers a century in time, but is not a history of the Nullarbor, which is yet to come.
Over the Plates edited by Peter J. Bridge and Graeme Blake
Each 45-53 pages, A4, ~170 grams each. Total weight 6 vols = 1kg, $25.00 each volume.

Six volumes of the best true stories and reminiscences of the early goldfields from the 1890s to the 1930s.

Packhorse and Waterhole by Gordon Buchanan
ISBN 0 85905 237 0, (1984 reprint of 1933 edition with new material), Soft Cover, 130pp, 180grams, $22.00
The classic of Northern Territory pastoral exploration. Bluey Buchanan, old “Paraway”, was one of Australia’s greatest bushmen. His life story is told by his son who went with him on his later expeditions.

Paddy Baker – Picture Show Man by Max D. Bell
Paddy Baker (1898-1988) was born in Yundamindra on the north-eastern goldfields of W.A. As a boy he became an assistant projectionist to a travelling picture man in Sandstone, and his love of films and their showing never left him.

Paddy the Flat: The life of Patrick Leahey Australian hero, prospector, publican, and fighter for Digger rights. Collected and edited by Peter J Bridge.
ISBN 978-0-85905-065-4, 2010 new, A4, 29pp, illust, 120g, $16.00*
Paddy was one of the great Australian characters of the late 19C. Born in Ireland in 1819, British Army in the Kaffir Wars, then to Victoria, Bendigo, Eureka Stockade, Laming Flat, north Queensland, Kimberley, and then to the Murchison.

Padre Plod by Barry May
ISBN 0 85905 424 1 (New 2007), Soft Cover, 265 pages, 355 grams, $30.00
During his many years as Western Australia’s first full-time Police Chaplain, Father Barry May often attended scenes of great trauma and witnessed heart-breaking tragedy, he encountered things that would test anyone’s faith. Yet it was his own unflinching faith in God the Creator that sustained him in his grim responsibilities

Paediatric Passport by Michael Gracey
ISBN 978-0-85905-649-6, (New 2016), A4, Illustrated, 103 pages, 300 grams, $25.00*
Michael Gracey AO is a paediatrician who has worked in many countries, particularly with socially disadvantaged populations where childhood malnutrition and infections are rife. After medical training in Australia, Papua New Guinea and Britain, he was a consultant at Princess Margaret Children’s Hospital in Perth for many years and worked as a doctor among Aboriginal communities around WA, especially in the Kimberley, for decades.

Pastoral Pioneers of W.A. 1884-1889 by E.T. Hooley
ISBN 0 85905 331 8, (2004 New), Soft Cover, A4, 72pp, 210grams, $22.00*
Hooley, writing under the name of ‘Bucolic’ described many pastoral properties from the Kimberley to the Southwest.

Paynes Find by Alex Palmer.
ISBN 978-0-85905-467-6, (2010), 115pp, illust., 170g, $22.00
New edition updated to 2001, with 11 more pages.
Paynes Find, 400 kilometres north of Perth, is one of Western Australia’s most isolated towns and to most people represents nothing more than a fleeting change in the scenery when travelling the Great Northern Highway.

Pearling Days The pearling voyage of the Sarah to the North West and Kimberley in 1889 and 1881, with an appendix on the death of WH Lowe during an expedition NE of the Gascoyne in late 1881 by John Brockman
ISBN 978-0-85905-488-1, (2010, New), A4, 270g, 89pp, $30.00*
From John Brockman’s 1912 manuscript. With a Foreword by Mike McCarthy of the Maritime Museum, and edited by Peter J Bridge.

Pears and Pearling Life by EW Streeter
ISBN 0 85905 255 9, (1886 reprint 2007), Hard Cover, 340 pp, illust, 835 grams, $116.00*
The pearling classic, impossible to obtain. With tipped in colour plates and map. A study of pearls and pearling regions of the world. Early WA pearling

Perched on the Rails by Bruce Paterson
ISBN 0 85905 187 0, (1993 New), Soft Cover, 166pp, illustrated, 225grams, $22.00
An essentially-Australian autobiography of a pastoralist and his station life in three States. Set mainly in the North West of Australia. A great read in laconic style.

ISBN 978-0-85905-736-3, (New, 2018), A4, illustrated, indexed, 32pp, 100 grams, $22.00*
An incisive examination of Broome in its heyday.

Peterwangy . Western Australia’s First Goldrush. by P J Bridge and Gail Dreezens.
ISBN 978 0 85905 457 7, (2008), A4, 106pp, Soft Cover, 300 grams, $30.00*
The 1870 rush to the Irwin River near Geraldton and the details of its discoverer George Brelsford, with notes on barisal guns, diamonds and gold at Mingenew.

ISBN 978-0-85905-661-8, (2017, New), 240 x 165, French flaps, 163pp, 450 grams, $55.00*
153 B&W photos taken on the expedition, of Aboriginals, landscapes, settlers, expedition members.
Never before released photos of the Mjoberg expedition and an important collection that will create interest in camps on both sides of the creek.
This narrative describes the hectic career of an Australian aboriginal who first learned all that the whites could teach him, and then turned against them. Placing himself at the head of a gang of "cattle-killers," he waged pitiless war on man and beast alike, and for over three years defied all efforts to capture him. Nemesis overtook him at last, but the cattlemen breathed a sigh of relief when the scourge of ranges was laid low.

**Pilbara Bushman – The Life Experience of W. Dunn** by Graham J. Wilson

An intriguing story of part-Aboriginal pastoralist Billy Dunn. While working with Pilbara pioneers Dunn was encouraged to learn and to achieve. He graduated to managing stock stations and achieved ownership of his own station.

**Pioneer Father - Pioneer Son - York to the Gascoyne with the Collins family** by Bonnie Mline

Charles Collins was born at Worth in Sussex, England on the 4th December 1825. He came to the colony of Western Australia on the Simon Taylor in 1842, as an indentured labourer. Four days after landing in Fremantle, he walked up the rugged Green Mount into the Avon district to work as a shepherd and there he lived the rest of his life.

**Pioneering in the Kimberleys** by Hamlet Cornish

Hamlet and Anthony Cornish of Pinjarra were part of the Murray Squatting Company, a syndicate formed to take up land in the Kimberley after the explorations of Alexander Forrest.

**Pioneers of Nor-West - Pastoral and Pearling** by Lockier Clare Burges

The author was an early pioneer of the NW and wrote these reminiscences in 1911. The original copies are extremely rare.

**Pirates of the Ethel, The** by George Stacy, William Chamley, Peter J. Bridge

In 1898 a pearler of Broome hired cheap foreign labour in Singapore. They promptly gutted him and his crew. Later the WA Police tracked them to Macassar and they were extradited and hung at Fremantle Prison. This is to be part of a series on piracy and the joys of multiculturalism.

**Police and other People** by Mick Liddelow

With a Foreword by Police Historian, Peter Conole. Vincent Wallace Liddelow, 1903-1982, joined the Police in 1925 as No. 1512. He was first attached to Central Police, then Fremantle and the Water Police.

**Pompey's Story. A Man for His Time** by Nerina Coopes

‘Pompey’ Gull was a master pearler from his youth. His independent life led to the 10th Light Horse and the Imperial Camel Corps in WWI, fighting with such as Lawrence and at Damascus in the Great Ride where he earned the Military Cross for clearing machine gun nests. Postwar he helped quell Egyptian rioting and in 1920 was instrumental in controlling the hordes of Japanese and Koepanger race riots at Broome. A great story of a type of Australian now rarely seen.

**Poona W.A. and the seekers of its emeralds** by Alex Palmer

Ever since the discovery of emeralds in 1912 by Harry Ryan, Poona and its emeralds has exercised the imagination of prospectors, miners, and collectors. The brilliant green emeralds in the black green biotite schist have fascinated everyone from princes to prospectors.

**Price of a Pearl, The** by Rod Dickson
ISBN 0 85905 297 4, Soft Cover 204pp, 270grams, $30.00

The hardships of men in the pearling industry in the northwest of Western Australia. Many of these men were never to see their homelands again and were buried in lonely, mostly unmarked graves, scattered along the vast distances of the northwest coast or consigned to the depths of the sea. Divers, tenders, crew members, shellopeners, skippers and owners all paid the ultimate price through carelessness, wild nature, storms and cyclones. More than a thousand deaths with hundreds of luggers, schooners and ketches wrecked, all for the price of a pearl."

**Prisoners of the Past.** Compiled by Calliope Bridge, Celene Bridge, Angela Teague, Mark Chambers & Tom Hogarth.

All the mugshots of prisoners released from Fremantle Gaol from 1899 to 1919, over 3850, and fully indexed. A unique picture of the past showing the features of those who had transgressed. Interestingly, non-Europeans, apart from the obligatory Aboriginals, form a far larger proportion of the prisoners than their kind would represent as a percentage of the whole population. That certain elements do not obviously appear to be represented should not be taken as any indication of their lack of criminality. It may be that they were imprisoned for longer terms than their kind would represent as a percentage of the whole population.

**Prospecting Poultry. Land of Forests, Fleas and Flies. Jack Sorenson and his Lost Verse** by Peter J. Bridge with Gail Dreezens

The habit of chooks to eat bright gold grains led to some interesting incidents on the fields. The development and effect of a catchy doggerel verse that has had wide echoes. A collection to add to our Ghosts of Bayley Street.
Pump, The by Marshall Walker  
ISBN 0 85905 277 X, (2000 New), Soft Cover, spiral bound, A4, 90pp, 260pp, $30.00*  
A meticulously researched work on the discovery and naming of rivers in the Kimberley by Europeans.

R.M. Williams Hat and other stories, The by Joy Smith  
ISBN 978-0-85905-560-4, (R2009), Soft Cover, A4, 66pp, illust., 210 grams, $25.00*  
The early history of Menzies and other centres of the North Coolgardie Goldfield.

Ngarinyin Elder and community leader, Eddie Bear shares his family story with Dr Robert Hoskin, researcher and retired minister of the Uniting Church. The story begins with life in the remote land of Majaddin in the West Kimberley and continues through colonialist incursions as Eddie’s family took refuge at the Munja Aboriginal feeding station on the Kimberley Coast. Following Munja’s demise, the family joined with other Ngarinyin families working on pastoral stations (Kimberley Downs and Napier). Eddie and his siblings grew up on these stations and would later seek work in this developing industry.

Road to Bulong, The by P. Rajkowski and E. Tuettemann.  
ISBN 0 85905 420 9, (2007 New), 380pp, illustrated, Soft Cover 1.3kg, $**  
The story of the Jones family of Hampton Hill Station, from the colonial pearling days of Shark Bay and the Gascoyne, with the Butcher family, to goldfields pastoralism, transport and mining. Available direct from the Jones family at Hampton Hill. Direct from Bob Jones: jarac@bigpond.com.au

ISBN 978-0-85905-560-4, (1907, R2013), A4, 236pp, 655g, $60.00*.  
This ground-shaking report of a century ago changed goldfields life forever. While referred to multiple times in the daily rags there are no copies in the government library system, including the Battye. It may be that, like the Belgian governments investigation of Herbert Hoover's crooked rots, all copies were purchased and destroyed. Luckily a single copy surfaced from which this copy is produced in a small run. 5707 questions asked but few real answers were given. Many leading GF men decided it was wise to have a holiday for the duration of the investigation. This is the precursor the a book on gold stealing due out shortly.

Ruby Yen  
The controversial murder of a Chinese girl in Perth in 1925. Another of our series on the joys of multiculturalism.

Russian Jack by P.J. Bridge  
ISBN 0 85905 283 4, (2001 New), Soft Cover, $22.00  
Biography of the most famous “barrowman” of the Kimberley, Northern Territory and the Murchison.

Saddle in the Kitchen by Enga Smith  
The popular story of the author’s childhood in country Western Australia.

Sailor and Commando by A.E. (Ted) Jones  
A R.A.N. Special Service Commando’s WWII experiences in training and on service in the East Indies and Borneo.
Samuel Grau Hubbe and the South Australia to Western Australia Stock Route Expedition 1895-1896. SG Hubbe. Edited by Andrew Guy Peake. (WAEDP series.)
ISBN 978-0-85905-680-9, (New, 2018), casebound, section sewn, illustrated, maps, indexed, 296 pages, 855 kg, $95.00*
Contains the official and private journals of Hubbe and John Mahar. Biographical notes on the men of the expedition. This is a very small run which will ensure future scarcity.

Sold only as a set.

Sand and Stone - Foreign footprints. Police in the Kimberley 1880 – 1890s by Kevin Moran
It is a chronicle of verifiable and uncontestable truth of the violent hidden history of Western Australia’s Kimberley Region. It provides an account of colonial police officers and settlers of Western Australia; their tribulations, bravery and sacrifice in this furthest frontier of Western Australia.

Sand and Stone - Pigeon by Kevin Moran - with a Foreword by Peter Conole
This is Pigeon’s story and of those who suffered his reign of terror and the men who hunted him.

Sarah of Enderslea Farm by Diane Pope & Jenny Davis
ISBN 978-0-85905—606-9, (New, 2015), 190 x 235, Illustrated with colour plates, 139pages, 550 grams, $40.00*
Sarah of Enderslea Farm, Red Flowering Gums, and River Dreaming are three plays, one set in the early Swan River Colony and the others as examinations of later colonial and society attitudes.
For all sales and other queries please contact Diane Pope, popetwo@gmail.com and see www.endersleafarm.com

Sand and Stone - Cattle and Conflict by Kevin Moran
ISBN 978-0-85905-449-2, (New, 2010), illust., A4, 436pp, 2Vols, 1.2kg, $80.00*
NB. This book is in two parts, of 232 and 204 pages respectively. The parts will not be sold separately.

Sand and Stone continues to chronicle the story of the violent hidden history of Western Australia’s Kimberley Region in this two part volume ‘Cattle and Conflict’.

Sand and Stone –-colonists and convict by R. Rolfe
ISBN 978-0-85905—606-9, (New, 2015), 190 x 235, Illustrated with colour plates, 139pages, 550 grams, $40.00*
Sarah of Enderslea Farm, Red Flowering Gums, and River Dreaming are three plays, one set in the early Swan River Colony and the others as examinations of later colonial and society attitudes.
For all sales and other queries please contact Diane Pope, popetwo@gmail.com and see www.endersleafarm.com

Savagery on the Swan River Settlement: The aboriginal murder cycle and the 1839 killing of Sarah Cook. Collected and edited by Peter J Bridge
ISBN 978-0-85905-246-7, (New 2010), A4, 36pp, 135 grams, $22.00*
Savagery on the Swan River Settlement has two primary threads. That the government and media of 1839 suppressed the publication of the true facts of several vicious murders of Europeans to protect the native tribes from the retaliation of concerned settlers.

Scarlet Pillows – an Australian nurse’s tale of long ago by Mrs Arthur H. Garnsey
Mrs Garnsey was a nurse at Coolgardie amidst the rush and typhoid. A bush classic.

Scarlet Stain, The - Harlots, Harridans and Hellholes of Old Kalgoorlie by Sheryl Milentis and Peter J Bridge
Contains the official and private journals of Hubbe and John Mahar. Biographical notes on the men of the expedition.

Separate Pathways by R. Rolfe
ISBN 978-0-85905-552-9, (New, 2013), A4, 102pp, 300grams, $30.00*
A study examining the attempts at assimilation of Aborigines within the larger white society in Western Australia during the administration of A.O. Neville.

Shearer’s War, The by Stuart Svensen.
Second only to the rebellion of Eureka Stockade, the great Queensland shearer’s strike of 1891 was suppressed with the threat of troops with artillery and machine guns. The leaders were marched in chains for hundreds of miles and gaoled in loaded courts. This was the birth of the ALP. Many of the leaders became Members of Parliament. This is the first time the real story has been told of the machinations of the pastoralists, politicians, banksters, and like parasites in their antagonism against Australian workers.

Shrew and the Horsethief, The by Peter J Bridge & Sheryl Milentis
James Cody was a charismatic young WA bushranger in the 1880s. He was shot by the police at Esperance. Research showed a strange colonial background with his mother hung for murder in the old Perth gaol. A long forgotten but interesting story.

Signaller at the Front by Arthur G. Howell, MM. edited by John Coe
ISBN 0 85905 350 4 , (2004 New), A4 Spiral Bound, 82 pages, 250grams, $22.00*
The war diary of Gunner Howell, 1st Australian Field Artillery Brigade and his impressions of the Great War 1915-1918.

Sir James Mitchell: Premier and Governor of Western Australia by Bruce Devenish
Available direct from the author at 60 Dyson street, Kensington, 6151, Tel 93676531, wongaburra3@optusnet.com.au
Six-Mile Murder, The. Rifles and Rotgut, Mary Jane Wain and James Conley. Peter J Bridge
The murder and trial that created a sensation in WA in 1897.

Sketches from the South West : Louis Cox in Peace and War. Ed. by Peter J Bridge & Gail Dreezens
Louis Cox (1878-1975) was a returned soldier of the 16th Bn, who had, after working as a survey hand, started clearing a block near Kojonup. His reminiscences about the land and its people together with his own drawings make this a delightful read. More sombre is the second part where as a soldier, he was captured and imprisoned in Germany in 1917.

Small Scale Underground Mining For Prospectors, Tributors and Mine Owners by F.W. Bojesen
ISBN 0 85905 292 3, (2003 New), A4, wire spiral bound, 170pp, illustrated, 440+grams, $ 40.00*
It describes step by step how to develop and run a small underground mine cheaply, safely and profitably in today’s world. Starting with leases and permits, it takes you through every stage from road building and camp construction to the final shutdown. It explains each operation in detail in plain language, with many drawings, diagrams and photos: First shaft sinking and other forms of access, then development of levels and orebodies, ventilation, transport and haulage, pumping and other services, safety and all else needful for efficient mining. It tells you how to find cheaper machinery and gear, as well as what you can make yourself and shows how to make it. The photos give real life situations from current mining of this sort. To further increase its usefulness, the volume ends with a large glossary of underground mining terms and a practical index to ease searching and crosschecking.

Some Ghosts Some Not by Eloise I Sharp
This book was first published privately in 1979 and has never been easy to obtain. Now a new edition with minor updates and with the colour photos on a gloss paper is available. Eloise and her husband were post war English migrants who took to the Australian bush as the proverbial duck to water. They lived in many places - Dirk Hartog Island and Deepdale Station being just two, and Eloise’s passion was bush history. She would stop anywhere to talk to bush people and enjoy a cup of tea, a characteristic passed on to her daughter, Mary Taylor of Northampton, who has produced several local histories and Volume 1 of The Bushman’s Directory.

Spanish Settlers of Yoongarilup by Alejandro Torrent
ISBN 0 646 16939 4, (1993 New), Soft Cover, 74pp, illustrated, 105grams, $10.00
A little-known migrant group near Busselton in the south west of Western Australia who arrived between 1906 and 1909.

Pioneers, prostitutes, pub keepers, Aboriginals, all the women who are part of the history of the North. An important, and until now, rare book that is essential for all interested in WA history.

Spinifex and Sand by David W. Carnegie
ISBN 0 85905 139 0, (1989 reprint of 1898 edition), Soft Cover, 275pp, illustrated, 500grams, $30.00
A first hand account of the Coolgardie gold rush, the suffering of the prospectors, great gold discoveries, his own long march with typhoid fever, desert tribes, the constant search for water, the death of one of his men, and the vastness of the surrounding desert. All are woven together in one of the most readable accounts of exploration in Australia.

Spinifex and Sand - Maps
(1989 reprint of 1898 edition), 280grams, $22.00
Set of four large maps illustrating Carnegie’s journey.

Steadfast Endeavour by Graham Wilson

Stealing by the Mile by W. C. Chamley
ISBN 978-0-85905-644-1, (1920s, R, 2016), A4, facsimile, illustrated, 100 pages, 290 grams, $25.00*

Steam in the Forests by MRH Southcombe
The South West timber industry relied upon steam engines of many types. Mills, whins, trains, haulers, traction engines, all were part of the bush scene, now looked upon in a romantic light. This is the story of steam in the forests, the men, the animals, and the forests by an old timberman. Maurice Southcombe died in 2000.

Stitching the Stock Route Eileen Lanagan first woman down the Canning. Edited by Phil Bianchi, Peter Bridge, Ethel Bianchi, Angela Teague, Maria Bloomfield.
Contains her diary and a biography by Miriam Howard-Wright with details of their life on Wongawol Station, Eileen’s bush cookery book, obituaries and details of the graves at CSR Well 40.

String of the Last Wreath, transcribed, The by Ray Scott.
The Hall’s Creek goldfields diary of Henry Berand.
Henry Berand emigrated from Prussia to Australia, via New Zealand, around 1852, apparently following the Gold Rushes in the Eastern States. About 1887 Henry with his young wife and daughter migrated to the Kimberley Gold Fields at Halls Creek in search of their fortune.

**Stout-Hearted – the story of Stephen Montague Stout** by Irma Walter  
ISBN 978-0-85905-585-9, (2014, New), A4, illustrated, SC, 162pp, 455g, $35.00*  
Stephen Montague Stout was one of the 10,000 convicts sent to WA in the 1850s. His education, personal charm and intelligence both charmed and antagonised the colonials. Starting as a teacher he became a renowned photographer, journalist, and publisher. This is one of the most interesting colonial biographies to have been written and will create a wider audience for our almost forgotten past.

**Suicides and Settlers - Their place in 19th Century Western Australian social history** by Claire McIntyre  
This book is a social history of 19th Century Western Australia told through the 315 suicides recorded here from the towns of the Swan settlement, Fremantle, Perth and Guildford. They also reach from the Kimberley to Esperance and the distant deserts.

**Sunrise – the Fred and Elsie Colson story** by Alb Colson.  
ISBN 0 85905 426 8, (wrongly published 428 8), (2007 New), A4, Soft Cover, 87pp, 275 grams, $25.00*  
The story of the NT pioneer family who arrived in 1927 to work on the Oodnadatta to Alice railway. Carting, mining, the Lasseter expedition, searching for lost airmen, purchase of Aileron Station in 1934, WWII contracting. Fred and Elsie became some of the best known of the Centralian personalities.

**10,000 Hours** by Harry Moss  
The autobiography of a flying doctor pilot and his adventures in aircraft from the 1930s to the present in New South Wales, Northern Territory, Victoria, Queensland, New Guinea and the Solomon Islands.

ISBN 0 85905 391 1, (1969 reprint 2007), Soft Cover, A4, 140 pp, illust, 410 grams, $30.00*  
The story of the 28th in France in WWI. Collett’s volume covers the unit until they arrived in France and Kahan continues the story.

**Tales of the Overland - Queensland to Kimberley in 1885 by G.H. Lamond**  
A Kimberley classic reprinted  
In Queensland in 1885 Barney Lamond and his mate Jack Horrigan heard of gold in the Kimberley. Looking for land and adventure they rode their horses thousands of miles through the wild outback, surviving attacks by natives, thirst and accidents to become some of the first men on the goldfield which changed the history of WA. Barney Lamond died in 1940 but he had dictated his story, now published for the first time. It is one of the best and most interesting of pioneer accounts of the north.

**Tail Trees and Tall Tales** by J. Morris and R. Underwood  
ISBN 0 85905 168 4, (1992 New), Soft Cover, 94pp, illustrated, 150grams, $22.00  
Stories of old Pemberton. A marvellous reminiscence of the characters and places of the big timber country, in the South West of Western Australia.

**Teams and Teamsters** edited by Peter J Bridge, Gail Dreezens & Angela Teague  
ISBN 978-0-85905-433-1, (New 2010), A4, illustrated, 147pp, soft cover, 430 grams, $35.00*  
This collection of articles from the files of Hesperian Press compares the usefulness of bullocks, donkeys, mules, horses, and camels. It then details the working of these teams.

**Terry Story - A Good Life** by Terry McKrill  
ISBN 978-0-85905-023-4, (2010, New), A4, 75pp, 253 grams, $22.00*  
The autobiography of Terry McKrill born in 1935. Brought up in the suburbs, Boranup, army life, Muralgarra sheep station, Marble Bar, Yarrie, Wittenoom, trucking, Bell Brothers, roo shooting, Ashburton, fencing, metal detector prospecting with Dick Poland, East Murchison.

**There's Gold There – Look For It** by John Drayton, with a biographical introduction by Peter J Bridge.  
ISBN 978-0-85905-544-4, (R New 2013), A4, 128pp, 380g, $30.00*  
60 true tales of real finds and lost mines from Queensland to the Kimberley. Treasures from the files of John Drayton, prospector and journalist of the 1890s to 1940s. This could be the jackpot for a modern prospector.

**Then They Called Me Norma** by Norma King  
ISBN 0 85905 124 2, (2003 New), Soft Cover, 278pp, illustrated, 385grams, $30.00  
The autobiography of Goldfields author/historian and artist, Norma King.

**Thermo-Electrical Cooking Made Easy** by Helen Nora Curle Smith, with an introductory essay, “The Kalgoorlie Stove”, by H.A. Willis  
In 1906-07, the Western Australian gold mining city of Kalgoorlie became the first place in the world to see an electric stove manufactured with the intention of bringing “cooking by electricity ... within the reach of anyone”. The ambitious enterprise brought about another world first - the publication of a recipe book for electric cooking.

**They Called Me Tjampu-Tjilpi** by Bob Verburgt  
ISBN 0 85905 248 6, (1999 New), Soft Cover, 144pp, illustrated, 225grams, $22.00  
The bush experience of the author as a patrol officer in the Western Desert in the 1950s and 1960s.

**They Kept This State Afloat** by Rod Dickson  
ISBN 0 85905 214 1, (1998 New), Hard Cover, 344pp, illustrated, 640grams, $50.00*  
Details the life and work of all Western Australian boat builders from 1829 to 1929.
They're Racing at Landor by P.R. Heydon  
ISBN 0 85905 169 2. (1992 New), Soft Cover, 272pp, illustrated, 350g, $30.00  
The history of the people, horses and place of the fabled Landor bush races of the North West of Western Australia. A racing classic.

They Simply Fade Away – with the 48th in France by J A Williamson  
ISBN 978-0-85905-236-8, (1939, 2009), Soft Cover, A4, 108 pp, illust., 310g, $30.00*  
John Alexander Williamson, 1886 – 1971, was born at Bonnyrigg, Scotland and emigrated to Australia in 1911. His life as a migrant, struggling to get a start, is detailed in an appendix to this book. Williamson enlisted in the AIF in 1916, on his second attempt, and served in the 48th Battalions in France. As many other Westralians did in the tween wars years, Williamson tested his writing skills in The Western Mail columns. Under the non-de-plume of “Don Zed (48th), Perth” he published anecdotes and reminiscences of his war experiences. One of these has been included as an appendix.

Thomas Edwards of Beverley: Emigrant, Policeman, Settler by Mollie Bentley  
ISBN 0 85905 076 9. (1985 New), Hard and Soft Cover, 115pp, illustrated, HC 290g, SC 180g, HC $28.00, SC $22.00  
The biography of an early colonial policeman, with much detail of the Police Force from 1850 to 1868. Details of explorations with E.H. Hargraves for gold and C.C. Hunt for land, Aboriginal contacts, and the development of the areas to the east of the Colony’s capital.

Those Were The Days by Arthur Reid  
ISBN 0 85905 101 3, (1986 reprint of 1933 edition with new material), Hard Cover, 418pp, illustrated, quarto, 1.5kg, $95.00*  
An important reminiscing history of Coolgardie and Kalgoorlie. Biographical details of more than 400 early goldfielders. Fully indexed.

Three Families Outback in Australia’s Tropic North by Florence Martin  
The story of the families on Carlton Hill, Ningbing, and Legune Stations in the early 1900s.

Through Aurumalia by A J Vogan.  
ISBN 978-0-85905-106-4, (1896, R2009), Soft Cover, A4, 72pp, illust, 250g, $25.00*  
Arthur Vogan was a journalist, explorer, photographer, artist. These are his reports on the mines of Kalgoorlie and the surrounding areas in the mid 1890s.

Through Bush and Scrub - Travels in the North among the Stations by Norman Malcolm (Canmore)  
Journalist and returned soldier, Norman Malcolm (d1926), once well known, and whose biography is outlined, wrote of developing pastoral stations of the North. This collection describes the people, districts, travel, and stations, 1923-1926.

Through Spinifex and Sand to the Last Desert Family by William J. Peasley  
ISBN 978-0-85905-590-1, (2015, New), A4, 100pp, well illustrated, indexed, 300g, $30.00*  
Bill Peasley and his associates travelled to the Great Sandy Desert in 1976. They brought into civilisation the last of the ‘wild’ aboriginals who had, because of tribal laws, chosen to live a free life in the desert. This is the story of the expedition, the family, and earlier travels in that area.

Through the Murchisons. The Peak Hill, Murchison, and Yalgoo Fields in 1904. by J A Williamson  
ISBN 978-0-85905-720-2, (New, 2018), A4, 19pp, illustrated, 70g, $15.00*  
Daisy Bates was an intrepid reporter who was well used to tough travelling. She examined many of the Murchison mines in their fledgling days.

Time of the Brolga by Jean Bull  
ISBN 978-0-85905-590-1, (2015, New), A4, 100pp, well illustrated, indexed, 300g, $30.00*  
Jean Bull, a prominent Queensland rural journalist, weaves a picture of station life in southwest Queensland in the early 20th century from the perspective of a child growing up in the outback. This is a narrative composed of poignant literary sketches of life on Tiranna station interspersed with interesting anecdotes and socio-historical details. This book records an important epoch of post-World War I station history.

To Call Our Own by M.R.H. Southcombe  
ISBN 0 85905 119 6, (1998 New), Soft Cover, 87pp, illustrated, 140g, $22.00  
The pioneering of the Group Settlements, Kalgoorlie in the depression, riots on the goldfields, and timber milling.

To King George the Third Sound for Whales by Rod Dickson  
To King George the Third Sound for Whales. A voyage aboard the British Whaling Vessel Kingston of London, Captain Thomas Dennis. 1800-1802. Transcribed from the original ship’s logbook by Rod Dickson.  
To King George the Third Sound for Whales is one of the seminal documents of Western Australia and describes the voyage of the first whaling ship to WA, just nine years after the voyage of Vancouver, and a year before Matthew Flinders †rediscovered† King George the Third Sound. And of even more importance, 26 years before the 1826 settlement of Albany.

To the Bar Bonded by Kath Mallet  
ISBN 0 85905 178 1. (1992 New), Hard Cover, 330pp, illustrated, 550g, $40.00  
A history of Marble Bar by Mrs Mallet, ex Limestone Station. A fascinating look at this quintessential Western Australian outback town from its beginnings.

ISBN 978-0-85905-704-2, (New, 2019), 160 x 240mm, 712 pp, colour and black and white illustrations, maps, indexed, hard cover, 2kg+, $140.00*  
An important contribution to the history of WA covering all that periods 65 expeditions, including many that were previously unknown. Includes for the first time all the colour plates of Forrest in the 1870s. Over 150 illustrations and maps.
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To the Savage Land - the life of John Costello by M.J. Costello  
In the 1880s John Costello, a pastoralist from Yass who had settled on Coopers Creek, purchased Lake Nash Station. He then opened up the wild country on the Limmen River of the Northern Territory, fighting disease, drought, malaria, hostile natives and cattle thieves. He eventually lost the battle but never forgot the promise of his savage land.

Tom’s Story - An Autobiography by Thomas Fisher  
When Tom Fisher was growing up on a farm in Western Australia in the 1920's, and during the Depression of the 1930's, he could never have imagined that he would take part in some of the toughest naval battles of World War II. Able Seaman Tom Fisher commenced his war service on 3 September 1939 and, except for a brief period in late 1945, served at sea throughout the war.

Tommy Ningebong by Phil Bianchi  
ISBN 978-0-85905-599-4, (2015, New), A4, 71 pp, illustrated, 190 g, $25.00*  
Bushman, tracker, drover, stockman, pastoralist, Aboriginal Ningebong was an extraordinary individual. C1904-1978 he spent most of his life in the wider Wiluna area. He was a favourite of the local people and many are the stories of his solidity and of course his little quirks. This biography places on record his life and peoples appreciation of him. He was the principal witness in the trial of the murderers of trapper Joe Wilkins in 1937 and in a rustling trial in the 1970s. He was one of the first Aboriginals to have his own pastoral Lease.

Toodyay Homesteads by Rica Erickson & Robyn Taylor  
An invaluable book for anyone interested in Western Australia’s rural heritage. It describes the evolution of the Toodyay District and the farming properties that have operated since the 1830s and 1840s. The book takes the reader on a journey from Morby Cottage in Northam to the Berkshire Valley homestead in Moora. Individual chapters reveal the social, administrative, and economic forces that shaped the early development of the Swan River colony, while the homesteads provide insights into the use of local materials, and construction and farming methods up to the present day.

Top Camp, Soldiers Secret and the Ashburton Gold Rush by Peter J Bridge  
The history of the Ashburton Gold Rush of 1890 with details of the pastoral stations, aboriginal conflict, lonely deaths, and all the adventures of the distant bush. This is a companion volume to the earlier, Bangemall.

Top of the Hill, The. Ed by P.J Bridge  
The letters to The Western Mail in the late 1930s cover reminiscences and observations of bush life by men and women, farmers, drovers, sailors, fishermen and represent the land as it once was before the influx of aliens changed our life. Essential reading to grasp how the nation has changed and why so many are unhappy with the current trends.

Touch Me Not by Pat Studdy-Clift  
This is an historical novel, based on fact and brimful of the adventures, trials and triumphs of one pioneering family – the Gadens. In 1923 with two small babies, aboard the lugger "Chantress", their adventurous father and his brave-hearted wife headed into the uncivilised part of Australia now known as Kakadu National Park, only to find themselves living in "bough sheds" at the mercy of tropical cyclones, buffalo bulls, fierce snakes and primeval crocodiles, to mention a few of their hazards. Add to this a daughter Madge, who was not only a gifted pianist, but also a "darling". She touched the hearts of many, world-wide, when leprosy struck both her and her father. Top this with the inferno of World War Two as Madge, the mixed-race patients and their carers on Channel Island in Darwin Harbour faced the bombing of Darwin. History leads us through a record of man's inhumanity, but also man's humanity to man.

Trackmaster, The - Sig Schlam by Bill Elkes  
ISBN 0 85905 112 9, (1987 New), Soft Cover, 29pp, illustrated, 100grams, $10.00*  
The biography of one of the World’s greatest speedway motorcycle riders.

Tragedy Track by F.E. Baume, 1994  
The story of the Northern Territory Granites' gold rush of the 1930s. A bush classic. The area now has major gold mines.

Tragic Pearl, The by WC Chamley  
ISBN 978-0-85905-019-7, (2010, R), 28pp, illus, SC, B5, 50g, $10.00*  
Some people regard pearls as unlucky. However that may be, an uncanny fatality certainly seemed to attend the big ‘stone’ that figures in this remarkable narrative. First found off the coast of North-West Australia, it was stolen within a few hours of its discovery and almost immediately stolen again. Thenceforth it passed rapidly from hand to hand until it was lost to view, but during its travels it brought death to at least four men who had never even set eyes on it!
Travels among Gold and Cannibals in Western Australia 1870 – 1874 by Thomas Scott
This idiosyncratic travelogue written for the author’s friends describes a journey from Albany, overland to Perth and eventually to Northampton.

Travels and Adventures of Ben Bridge Throughout Western Australia and Northern Territory by Ben Bridge
An intriguing story of one of the great and almost forgotten characters of the Australian bush.

Ben Bridge was one of Australia’s greatest horsemen at a time when nearly all Australians were familiar with the finer points of horses and their riders.

Travels in Western Australia by May Vivienne
The writer sparkled through Western Australia and the goldfields by train, coach and bicycle, charming all. Always popular, this is a goldfields’ gem.

Travels with a Lawbook - Memoirs of a Magistrate by Ken ‘Lazarus’ Moore
ISBN 978-0-85905-905-4-2, (2008 New), Soft cover, notch bound, A4, 384 pages, 1.1 kg , $50.00*
In this autobiography the author takes us on a roller-coaster journey from his birthplace in the Glens of Antrim to far distant places around the globe.

Trenches In The Sky, The by Dan Conway
The best Australian book of the Air War in Europe and one of the best on Bomber Command.

Triangle. W.C. Charnley.
ISBN 978-0-85905-729-5, A4, 100 grams, $16.00*
A murder triangle at Day Dawn in 1908 with a wanton Delilah at the point.

Triumphs and Tragedies : Oombulgurri. An Australian Aboriginal Community by Neville Green
ISBN 978-0-85905-092-0, (New, 2011), 228pp, 160 x 240, illust., 530g, $35.00
Oombulgurri emerged from the remnants of Forrest River Mission to become one of the first independent Indigenous communities in Australia.

Troy Weight. The 1889 report of Sub Inspector Troy on David Forrest’s allegations of mis-treatment of natives in the north by Peter J Bridge, Peter Conole, Gail Dreezens
ISBN 978-0-85905-632-8, (New, 2016), A4, 93pp , 280 grams, $30.00*
David Forrest of Minderoo complained of mistreatment of natives by pearlers. Governor Broome and his administration acted promptly and reports from local NW police were requested and a special police expedition set out covering an immense area.

Turning Men Into Stone - A social and medical history of silicosis in Western Australia 1890-1970 by Criena Fitzgerald
1960, WA physician Dr Bob Elphick remarked to his colleagues that the mining industry was turning men into stone. This evocative image aptly described the end-stage pathophysiological changes that occurred in the lungs of the state’s goldminers after exposure to silica dust. Until 1926 in WA, when X-ray technology became readily available and financially viable, diagnosis of dust disease in miners was fraught, flawed and at best an educated medical guess.

Twentieth Century Impressions P.W.H. Thiel & Co.
ISBN 0 85905 269 9, (2000 reprint of 1901 edition), Hard Cover, 808pp, illustrated, A4+, $250.00*
Another Western Australian classic. Richly illustrated. Copious information on early Western Australia.

Unbroken Spirit by Brian Peachey
The biography of William Boxhal a convict transported in 1855. Covers the English prison system, transportation, the Western Australia penal system, and his life as an expiree, building his farm, marriage, life as a farmer and parishioner of New Norcia. Contains a detailed list of his descendents in Western Australia.

Under the Wings of an Albatross by Rod Dickson
A maritime history of the French Sub-Antarctic Islands. The Crozets, The Kerguelins, St Paul and Amsterdam Islands. Covers the voyages from 1522 to 1928 with details of the ships and masters with extracts from their log books.

Up the Carob Tree by Enga Smith
Up the Carob Tree is a novel firmly based in Western Australia. Related through the eyes of a growing child, it tells the story of a family living on the outskirts of ‘an ordinary little country town’ that remains nameless but could be anywhere the reader wishes to place it: anywhere with ‘majestic’ grain silos and a milk bar called the Rotunda with a juke box that works ‘most of the time.’ In due course there’s a Drive –In and a new fangled establishment called a ‘motel.’ The four neighbouring blocks on East Quarry Road where the family lives are taken up by an assortment of people, all from ‘somewhere else’ with their different and colourful, sometimes mysterious backgrounds and circumstances that are of endless interest to a curious child.
Available from the author PO Box 1154, Carnarvon, 6701. 99419585.

Contains a narrative history and extensive biographical data on its members with approximately 1,000 entries. The Guard garrisoned Western Australia for 30 years. An essential source volume for all involved in Western Australian history and genealogy.
Voice of the North, The by Jim Kelly  
ISBN 0 85905 154 4, (1993 New), Soft Cover, 138pp, 190grams, $22.00  
The collected bush poems of Jim Kelly are the result of his love of the bush and time in cattle camps of 60 years ago. A Kimberley classic.

Vosalevu. Memories of Life in Fiji During Four Decades, 1924-1953 by Reginald Caten  
The W.A. Digger Book was published by the West Australian branch of the RSL in 1929, and expressed with picture and story the thoughts and experiences of the AIF. Over 160 A4 pages of reminiscence, story, verse, drawings and photographs, with a few contemporary supporting adverts from leading companies, make this a very interesting book. It contains forewords and articles by Monash, Chauvel, Hobbs, and Collett with contributions by Dryblower Murphy, Cyril Longmore, James Pollard, ‘Jean Dell’, and others writing under pen names familiar to readers of the Diggers Diary of the old Western Mail, which are a delight to read.

Wadjelas – The memoirs of a 1950s Patrol Officer by Adrian Day  
ISBN 978-0-85905-475-1, (2010), A4, illustrated, soft cover, 276pp, 765g, $45.00*  
This story is about a very young man with noble intent, a lack of maturity and no training whatsoever who is sent out by government to deal with what it sees as a disintegrating and dying race.

Waiting For Rain by Janet Wells  
ISBN 0 85905 155 2, (1991 New), Soft Cover, 36pp, 70grams, $10.00*  
Prize-winning poetry of the North.

Waldeck Story, The by Norma King  
The story of the Waldeck family of Greenough.

Walker in the Wilderness by J. Anketell  
Surveying of the Trans-Australian railway line, the Rabbit Proof Fence and the North. A biography of R.J. Anketell.

Ted Church was a prospector and raconteur of the Kalgoorlie area who recorded many of the incidents of goldfields life.

WANJINA - Notes on Some Iconic Ancestral Beings of the Northern Kimberley by Kim Akerman  
Wanjina Beings – among the most distinctive of all the Aboriginal Ancestral Beings depicted in Australian rock art – have been a topic of conjecture among Western scholars since their discovery by the explorer George Grey in the northwest Kimberley Region of Australia, in 1838. Their origins have at various times been ascribed to travellers from other continents and even extraterrestrial sources.  
This essay presents a brief history of past research into the Wanjina cult of the Kimberley; and examines some of the core mythology that embraces the country of the Wanjina and which links people, from the coasts lapping the Timor Sea, to the fastness of the Kimberley Plateau.

Way We Were, The. Ed by PJ Bridge  
ISBN 978-0-85905-609-0, (2015, R 1930s), A4, 107 pages, 310 grams, $30.00*  
The letters to The Western Mail in the early 1940s cover reminiscences and observations of bush life by men and women, farmers, drovers, sailors, fishermen and represent the land as it once was before the influx of aliens changed our life. Essential reading to grasp how the nation has changed and why so many are unhappy with the current trends.

We Came Home or Return From the Land of Milk and Honey by Richard J. Armstrong  
ISBN 085905 352 0 (2005 New) 211pp, A4, Perfect bound, illust., 585grams, $30.00*  
The author was in Changi and on the Burma railway and this is his reminiscences of men and murderers, good men and bad, with neither fear nor favour. The author is now 85 and in failing health, but all his old comrades will remember this as vintage Richard.

Wealth and Wildcatters by Raymond Radcliffe  
Raymond Radcliffe, journalist for the London Financial Times traveled through the goldfields of Western Australia and New Zealand in the late 1890s

Well Drilling Plants and Gasoline Engines by the Goldfields Diamond Drilling Coy. Pty. Ltd.  
ISBN 978-0-85905-454-6, (1920s, 2008), Soft Cover, 78 pages, A4, 235 grams, $25.00*  
This heavily illustrated catalogue and descriptive booklet of 1920s diamond drilling equipment for water and oil is invaluable for machinery collectors and historians of the pastoral and oil drilling industry in Australia.

West Pilbara, Sail and Teams to Bulk Carriers and Bitumen, The by D.L. Gordon  
A new edition of this popular book, now indexed. The Gordon family were pioneers of the Pilbara. Covers the early history and the development of Millstream Station, together with Doug’s life at Wittenoom and many of the NW personalities.
Incidents of W.A. history brought to life.

The volumes are also an important bibliography of bush history from the earliest colonial times to the near present.

The information is from local and state histories and newspapers, police reports, correspondents, coroner’s files, and government papers. Books of this calibre are rare, as is the capacity for researchers to produce such volumes of useful data. The volumes are also an important bibliography of bush history from the earliest colonial times to the near present.

An 1890s overview of the goldfields which concisely lays out the most advanced views of the time on the occurrence of gold for prospectors. Many apply today.

These magnificent volumes are the result of nearly 40 years research by Yvonne and Kevin Coate and their associates, and contain details of thousands of lonely or lost graves throughout Western Australia.

The reminiscences of a pioneer settler in Western Australia. Descriptions of early Perth and Geraldton, natives, the South West, people, businesses and more. A favourite.

The volumes were produced in 2016 and published for the 250th anniversary of the settlement of the Swan River.

Essays on Australia’s political system and its history. Essential reading for an understanding of the Constitution and Australia’s past and future.

With the Maritime Heritage Association of Western Australia as a set of 50 copies only. This series encompasses the Maritime History of the coastal regions of Western Australia from 1800 to 1900. It includes all known incidents and accidents along the coast and all the ships and boats that entered and left the various ports. The cargo carried by these vessels east and west and also north and south and the passengers carried in and out.

The volumes cover a wide range of topics including the coastal ports and trade, shipwrecks, and the history of the pearling industry. The series is a comprehensive resource for anyone interested in the maritime history of Western Australia.

The result of many years and tens of thousands of hours collecting, collating, typing and proofing. An essential reference for all interested in W.A. history. Other volumes are in preparation.

This is one of the most significant volumes ever published in W.A. and the first of its type in Australia. Few have before attempted such a project. The information is from local and state histories and newspapers, police reports, correspondents, coroner’s files, and government papers. Books of this calibre are rare, as is the capacity for researchers to produce such volumes of useful data. The volumes are also an important bibliography of bush history from the earliest colonial times to the near present.

These magnificent volumes are the result of nearly 40 years research by Yvonne and Kevin Coate and their associates, and contain details of thousands of lonely or lost graves throughout Western Australia.

The information is from local and state histories and newspapers, police reports, correspondents, coroner’s files, and government papers. Books of this calibre are rare, as is the capacity for researchers to produce such volumes of useful data. The volumes are also an important bibliography of bush history from the earliest colonial times to the near present.

These are the indigenous names of the first inhabitants. Published with the help of the Leonora Shire.

The volumes cover a wide range of topics including the coastal ports and trade, shipwrecks, and the history of the pearling industry. The series is a comprehensive resource for anyone interested in the maritime history of Western Australia.

This is one of the most significant volumes ever published in W.A. and the first of its type in Australia. Few have before attempted such a project. The information is from local and state histories and newspapers, police reports, correspondents, coroner’s files, and government papers. Books of this calibre are rare, as is the capacity for researchers to produce such volumes of useful data. The volumes are also an important bibliography of bush history from the earliest colonial times to the near present.

These magnificent volumes are the result of nearly 40 years research by Yvonne and Kevin Coate and their associates, and contain details of thousands of lonely or lost graves throughout Western Australia.

The information is from local and state histories and newspapers, police reports, correspondents, coroner’s files, and government papers. Books of this calibre are rare, as is the capacity for researchers to produce such volumes of useful data. The volumes are also an important bibliography of bush history from the earliest colonial times to the near present.

These are the indigenous names of the first inhabitants. Published with the help of the Leonora Shire.

The volumes cover a wide range of topics including the coastal ports and trade, shipwrecks, and the history of the pearling industry. The series is a comprehensive resource for anyone interested in the maritime history of Western Australia.

This is one of the most significant volumes ever published in W.A. and the first of its type in Australia. Few have before attempted such a project. The information is from local and state histories and newspapers, police reports, correspondents, coroner’s files, and government papers. Books of this calibre are rare, as is the capacity for researchers to produce such volumes of useful data. The volumes are also an important bibliography of bush history from the earliest colonial times to the near present.

These magnificent volumes are the result of nearly 40 years research by Yvonne and Kevin Coate and their associates, and contain details of thousands of lonely or lost graves throughout Western Australia.

The information is from local and state histories and newspapers, police reports, correspondents, coroner’s files, and government papers. Books of this calibre are rare, as is the capacity for researchers to produce such volumes of useful data. The volumes are also an important bibliography of bush history from the earliest colonial times to the near present.
**Whaleback Tales** by Peter Eckhart  
The story of the town of Newman in its early days by the first doctor in the town.

**What Happened at Braeside** by WC Charnley  
In 1899 Braeside Station was the ‘furthest out’ in the Eastern Pilbara. A vicious native night attack resulted in the death of Doctor Edward Vines and the spearing of Herbert Hodgson. A heavily pregnant Isabella Hodgson single handedly fought off the murderers. Her now little known action, was an inspiration for generations of pioneers.

**Whatever happened to Kangaroo Kate? David Carnegie at Halls Creek. Moondyne Joe, his early life** by Peter Bridge with Gail Dreezens and Drew Deveraux  
Kangaroo Kate and her namesakes intrigued bush people for many years. She disappeared in 1930. A letter from Carnegie to Forrest from Halls Creek in 1897. The real facts on Moondyne Joe’s origins and early life

**Wheel Tracks** by W.W. Ammon  
ISBN 0 85905 194 3, (1993 New), Soft Cover, 186pp, illustrated, 250grams, $22.00  
Ammon was there when camel trains gave way to trucks. His story of the early trucking days in the Gascoyne region of Western Australia is now an Australian classic.

**When Nuns Wore Soldier’s Trousers** by Pat Studdy-Clift  
During the murderous Japanese campaign in New Guinea missionaries of all denominations were killed and their flocks dispersed. This is the story of a small group of German Catholic Sisters of the Divine Word Mission at Marienberg on the north coast, near the lower Sepik

**White Feather** by Margaret Bull  
The story of the old goldfield’s town of Kanowna.

**Wilgie Mia. Cave of Red Ochre and Raddled Ranters** by Peter J. Bridge.  
ISBN 978-0-85905-702-8, (New, 2018), A4, illustrated, indexed, 100+ pages, ** $30.00*  
A history of the discovery of the cave, early mining, and the industry that grew around it. Also an examination of the Wadgela myths of the sacred cave, which are less believable than those of the Aboriginal dreamtime. Wishful thinking guides government policy resulting in closure and restriction as the home for a red elephant.

**William Campbell Charnley, 1882-1966, A bibliography** compiled by Peter J Bridge.  
ISBN 978-0-85905-227-6, (2011, New), 20pp, illust, 50g, $10.00*  
Charnley was a prolific writer, from 1915 to 1966, primarily on Western Australian history, publishing “close to a million words” by 1951 in magazines and newspapers.

**William Dugald Campbell. Western Australian Ethnographic Papers** by W. D. Campbell  
ISBN 978-0-85905-622-9, (R, 2015), A4, pp, illustrated, grams, $35.00*  
W. D. Campbell, an English geologist working in New Zealand and Australia undertook pioneering ethnographic work in the Eastern Goldfields, North West and Murchison.
William Ford and Coolgardie by Alice Kathleen Clemenson
ISBN 0 85905 118 8, (1988 New), Soft Cover, 151pp, illustrated, 340grams, $22.00
The biography of the discoverer of Coolgardie. Copiously illustrated.

William White, Convict 9348, Discoverer of the Eastern Goldfields by P J Bridge and Graham Gath.
William (Milky) White pegged the first gold claim in 1885 at Fraser Range.

Willshire of Alice Springs by A. Stapleton
ISBN 0 85905 177 3, (1992 New), Soft Cover, 68pp, illustrated, 150grams, $22.00
Mounted Constable Willshire of Alice Springs was tried for murder in 1891. He was acquitted but received undeserved notoriety. Details of his books and work among Aborigines.

Wiluna - edge of the desert by P.R. Heydon
ISBN 0 85905 216 8, (1996 New), Hard Cover, 624pp, illustrated, 1kg, $75.00
The history of the goldfield’s town of Wiluna and its surrounds, its people and incidents in its roaring days.

Winjan’s People by J.E. Hammond
First published in 1933, this book is still one of the best introductions to the life and customs of south west Australian aborigines.

Winning the Gascoyne by Rhonda McDonald.
The history of the Upper Gascoyne stations and area.

Wittenoom by Ian Duggan and Katharina Zeelenberg.
A critical examination of the previously unexamined files of government departments and corporations that inflicted the disasters of asbestosis and mesothelioma on the Australian population from the mines at Wittenoom. An essential read for all involved in Wittenoom.

Wongi Wongi by Judith Drake-Brockman
ISBN 0 85905 131 5, (1989 New), Soft Cover, 137pp, 210grams, $22.00
This autobiography evokes a different world in Poland, since destroyed by the Bolsheviks and the Nazis. The story of the flight of the author and her family through Asia and Africa to Australia.

Woodlines of Western Australia - A comprehensive history of the Goldfields woodlines. by Phil Bianchi
ISBN 978-0-85905-725-7, (New, 2019), 170 x 240, French flaps, heavily illustrated, 449 pages, 1.2kg, $85.00*
Without a source of cheap energy to fuel steam boilers and for ore treatment, only the Western Australian mines with rich ore would have been productive. Firewood companies established privately owned train lines up to 120 miles out from major centres such as Kalgoorlie to bring in firewood. Although the Karrawang and Lakewood woodlines are the main feature of this book; other woodlines included Lakeside south of Boulder, Kurrumbia/Chanowna, Cue, Laverton, Gwalla and Westonia.

ISBN 978-0-85905-549-9, (2013 New), 724pp, 274 photos, 38 maps, casebound, Dust jacket, $120.00* Stiffened soft cover $85.00*. 1kg+
The story of Alfred W. Canning and the development and subsequent use of the 1800 kilometre long Canning Stock Route from Halls Creek to Wiluna is told in this new volume.

ISBN 978-0-85905-731-8, (New, 2018), 160x240mm, illustrated, 119pp, 325 grams, $30.00*
An important and innovative examination of geological careers in Australia.

World's Rough Hand, The by H. Phelps Whitmarsh
Hubert Phelps Whitmarsh arrived in Adelaide in the mid 1880's. His crowded life as a “sailor, sundowner, miner, shepherd, fishmonger, barber, roustabout, officer, diver and pearler” in South Australia and the Western Australian coast. He returned to England in 1888 and was later a journalist in the United States.

Wreck of the Barque Stefano, The by Gustave Rathe
ISBN 0 85905 144 7, (1990 New), Soft Cover, 136pp, 190grams, $22.00
The Stefano was wrecked on the North West Cape in Western Australia in 1875. After clashes with the natives the last two survivors were rescued by Captain Tuckey of the Jessie. A classic of survival.

Wyndham - with a ton of salt by Ken Mellowship
ISBN 0 85905 345 8, (2004 New), Soft Cover, A4, 53pp illustrated, 170grams, $22.00*
The people of Wyndham on the wharf and at the meat works, the characters and their foibles. A series of sketches of life in a forgotten town with sidelights on the Territory and PNG during the late '50s and early '60s.
Xantho and the Broadhursts. M. McCarthy
From steamships to suffragettes: in attempting to understand the strange wreck of Western Australia’s first colonial steamship SS Xantho, maritime archaeologist M. (Mac) McCarthy needed to get into the mind of its owner and operator Charles Broadhurst. Reviled and dismissed by his peers and most historians, Broadhurst’s story was found to be Western Australia’s first and foremost colonial entrepreneur, fore-runner to the famous, and in some cases equally controversial, Claude de Bernales, Laurie Connell, Alan Bond and Robert Holmes à Court. Though creative, extremely hard-working and far-sighted, he failed at almost every turn – as a pastoralist, pearler, steam-ship owner, fish canner, MLC and quano merchant. Attention then turned to his wife Eliza Broadhurst a talented musician, teacher, headmistress, actor and feminist, then to their fabulously rich son Florance Constantine Broadhurst, an enormous success in the mining industry. Then attention turned to others in the family and finally to their youngest daughter Katherine, one of Western Australia’s two Suffragists, her beliefs so strongly held that she was imprisoned and required to be force fed with others of her kind in Britain’s infamous Holloway Prison.

Yalgoo by Alex Palmer
The history of mining and pastoral stations in the Yalgoo district, east of Geraldton.

Yammatji

Yeelirrie: Wendy’s Place by Bryan Clark
Biographies and history of Aborigines of the Gascoyne with many photographs and drawings.

Yeelirrie: Wendy’s Place by Alan Jones
ISBN 978-0-85905-566-6, (2014 New), A4, 217pp, illustrated, indexed, 925grams, $35.00*
With three generations of her family, Wendy Folvig lived almost fifty years on Yeelirrie Station near Wiluna in Western Australia. They developed and worked Yeelirrie from 1923-1972 when a major uranium discovery was announced and the station was sold. Wendy was awarded the Medal of the Order of Australia (OAM) on Australia Day, 2013 for community service in a number of organisations. These included sixty years continuous membership of the Country Women’s Association of Western Australia, and the National Trust of Australia (WA). Wendy is a life member of both bodies. This is a story of many parts: life on an outback station, family serving in the Great War, mining for gold, the discovery of uranium, and a life beyond Yeelirrie.

Yeearamukadoo – A saga of the North West by Nancy E. Withnell Taylor
A history of the North West and Roebourne through the Hancock and Withnell families.

Yeelirrie

Yerilla

Yerilla by Alex Palmer
ISBN 0 85905 466 7, (2002, R 2009), 84pp, illust., 125g, $22.00
Yerilla covers the history of this eastern goldfields area (east of Menzies) from the gold rush of the 1890s to the present time.

Yelma Station diary of Arthur C. Ashwin for 1928, The

Yerilla: Wendy’s Place by Alan Jones

Youanmi: A History of Murchison Gold by J. Hooper
Youanmi, a goldfield’s town that grew from nothing in the desert, flowered and died. The history of the town, its mines and people.

Young Soldier from the Goldfields, The

Young Soldier from the Goldfields, The by Roma Wood
The story of a battler’s life from Boulder to the Middle East and New Guinea, then working in the emerging North West of Australia, raising a family in the Pilbara, the Goldfields and the Northern Territory

Yundaminda

Yundaminda by Alec Palmer
The old gold mining centres of Yundaminda, Linden, Pennyweight Point, Pykes Hollow, Eucalyptus and Yundaminda Pastoral Station. Their story, together with the lives of the folk, black and white, who forged a living here over the years are brought together in Yundaminda’s pages.

Small essays and reports as A5 booklets have been recently produced.

These are:-

3000 Miles on Side Saddle. Daisy Bates. ISBN 978-0-85905-718-9, A5, $10.00*
Alligators of Cambridge Gulf, The by W.C. Chamley. ISBN 978-0-85905-694-6, A5, $5.00*
An Aboriginal Monster. Daisy Bates. ISBN 978-0-85905-740-0, (RN, 2018), A5, 10 pp, $5.00*
A description of the habits and character of an Aboriginal monster who terrorised his tribe and cannibalised all he could.
A tale of the Meekatharra Track by Jean Del & Hal Warwick. ISBN 978-0-85905-709-7, A5, $10.00*
Billy’s Passenger. A voyage to Port Walcott by Richmond Thatcher. ISBN 978-0-85905-708-0, A5, $10.00*
Contributions towards an Aboriginal Dictionary of Biography by Peter Bridge. ISBN 978-0-85905-668-7, A5, $10.00*
Hannans Revisited by Watty. ISBN 0-85905-690-8, A5, $5.00*
Matrimony at Marble Bar. ISBN 978-0-85905-693-9, A5, $5.00* A mesalliance in the mulga.
Oldest Perth. The days before the white men won. Daisy Bates. ISBN 978-0-85905-721-9, A5, $10.00*
Pearl Station on the NW Coast, The by Richmond Thatcher. ISBN 978-0-85905-707-3, A5, $10.00*
Port Hedland to Carnarvon by Buckboard. Daisy Bates. ISBN 978-0-85905-722-6, A5, $16.00*
Tin Memorials in Menzies Cemetery, The. Yvonne Coate. ISBN 978-0-85905-717-2, $15.00*
Wild Nor’-West, The by Crosscut Wilson. ISBN 978-0-85905-692-2, A5, $5.00*

Small essays and reports as A5 booklets that have been previously produced.

These are :-

A tale of the Meekatharra Track by Jean Dell & Hal Warwick $10.00
Alligators of Cambridge Gulf, The by W.C. Charnley. $5
Billy’s Passenger. A voyage to Port Walcott by Richmond Thatcher. $10.00*
Contributions towards an Aboriginal Dictionary of Biography by Peter Bridge. $10
Hannans Revisited by Watty. $5
Matrimony at Marble Bar. $5
Pearl Station on the NW Coast, The by Richmond Thatcher. $10.00*
Real Stolen Generations, The. Lost in the bush and stolen by blacks by Peter Bridge. $10
Wild North West, The by Crosscut Wilson. $5
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